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IT’S GOOD BUSINESS  
TO CHOOSE MERRILL TRUST  
FOR BUSINESS LOANS
Merrill Trust Company —  the bank that knows Maine 
and serves Eastern Maine —  knows your needs and 
your business requirements. Experienced Merrill Trust 
Company Officers are glad to discuss your plans with 
you and help you arrange sound financing that can add 
profits to your business. Visit the handiest Merrill Trust 
Office for complete loan information.
► Fourteen Offices "Serving Eastern Maine"
► Convenient Customer Parking "In the Heart of Bangor"
the M errill
THE BANGOR BANK WHERE YOU CAN PARK WITH EASE
"Serving Eastern Maine”
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION • MEMBER FEOERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
BANGOR • BELFAST • BUCKSPORT • CALAIS • DEXTER • DOVER-FOXCROFT
EASTPORT • JONESPORT • MACHIAS • MILO OLD TO W N  • ORONO • SEARSPORT • WOODLAND
APPROPRIATIONS BUY LESS TODAY
$ 343
State Appropriation Per Student
(  for operations )
in $ of 1939 Purchasing Power
T
21% LESS
$ 272
1
1939 TODAY
Cost of Living Has increased Faster Than Appropriations.
Meanwhile..........Expanded Functions and Services Are Expected of the University.
Inflation   P la ys Havoc
W ith  University  A p p ro p ria tio n s
In f l a t i o n  has played havoc with 
legislative appropriations for the 
University of Maine during recent 
years.
President Lloyd H. Elliott de­
clared this month that in terms of 
the purchasing power of the dollar 
in 1939, the University is receiving 
21 per cent less in state appropria­
tions per student today than in the 
period just prior to World War II.
“Although the University has 
greatly expanded its functions and 
its services during the last two dec­
ades, the appropriations which it 
has received from the state have 
actually declined in terms of what
the dollars will purchase,” Dr. El­
liott has said.
“This accounts, in part,” said Dr. 
Elliott, “for the increased appro­
priations which the University is re­
questing of the Legislature this year.
“In the face of inflationary pres­
sures, the University is confronted 
with the problem of meeting current 
costs and at the same time of pre­
paring for the great tidalwave of stu­
dents expected to enroll at the Uni­
versity in the next 10 to 15 years.
“Additional funds are needed to 
increase faculty salaries, secure new 
personnel, maintain buildings and 
grounds, and meet other costs,” the 
University president said.
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ON THE COVER
One of the most impressive ceremonies in University history 
took place recently when Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott was installed as the 
ninth president of the University.
The cover photo was taken when all stood to sing the beloved 
University song, “The University Hymn.” On the stage, from left to 
right, are the Rev. Frederick H. Thompson ’28, who delivered the invo­
cation, Dr. J. Seelye Bixler, president of Colby College, who delivered 
the featured address, Mr. Raymond H. Fogler '15, president of the
Board of Trustees, who piesided and installed Dr. Elliott as presi­
dent, and Dr. Elliott.
Members of the University faculty are in the foreground and 
members of the University choir stand above the speaker’s platform.
(Photo by Carroll Hall)
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Guess who won? T he cute you n g  
coeds at right were candidates for Cali­
co Q ueen at the annual Farm ers’ Fair  
last m onth . P ick  your ch o ice  and then  
turn to page 13 for the nam e o f  the  
winner. L eft to right, are T heresa  
Pressey, B angor; Shireen Sneider, 
Cam bridge, M ass.; D iana P ye, Sebas- 
co E states; Jane Bates, O rono; Judith  
Pride, Portland; Carol Q uigg, Brown- 
ville Ju n ction ; and G ertrude C ham bers, 
Caribou. (Smith photo)
The University
College O f Education Receives 
Full Accreditation - First In State
The  U niversity  has received word that its College of Education has been granted full accreditation by the Na­
tional Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education.
The University’s College of Education is 
the first and only teacher preparation insti­
tution in Maine which has been accredited 
by the National Council.
Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott, president of the 
University, said he was “delighted to receive 
word that the college had been given the 
full approval of the national accrediting 
group.”
“Dean Mark R. Shibles and his colleagues 
are to be commended for the excellent pro­
gram which they have developed in the 
College of Education,” President Elliott 
said, “and it is gratifying to learn that the 
progress made by this college has been rec­
ognized by the National Council for Ac­
creditation of Teacher Education.”
The college has been granted full accredi­
tation for the preparation of elementary 
school teachers, secondary school teachers, 
and school service" personnel (principals, 
supervisors, directors of guidance, and super­
intendents of schools) with the master’s 
degree as the highest degree approved.
During the past academic year, the fac­
ulty in the college made an exhaustive study 
of the college’s objectives, organization, ad­
ministration, student personnel programs 
and services, curricula, professional labora­
tory experiences, and facilities. This report 
was forwarded to the National Council for 
examination.
The College of Education was originally 
a part of the College of Arts and Sciences
at the University of Maine. In 1930, a 
School of Education was established with 
a two-year program dealing with juniors 
and seniors. In 1952, a program of educa­
tion for the development of elementary 
school teachers on a conversion basis was 
inaugurated. The conversion aspect of this 
program has now been eliminated and the 
college offers a new program in elementary 
education specifically designed for students 
who desire to enter this field.
In 1953, a full, four-year program in the 
School of Education was implemented. In 
1958, the school, by action of the Board 
of Trustees, officially became a College of 
Education.
AEC Grant
T h e A tom ic Energy C om m ission  
has a llocated  $ 3 4 ,0 2 5  to the U ni­
versity o f  M aine for financing ex ­
pan sion  o f  fac ilities and for training  
n u clear  scientists and engineers.
T he U niversity was one o f  41 
co lleg es  and universities in this 
country to receive such a grant from
the AEC.
A m em ber o f  the U niversity fac­
u lty , P rof. R ichard C. H ill, took a 
course in the operation  o f  an atom ­
ic reactor last year in San R am on, 
C aliforn ia.
As a result o f  the train ing course, 
P rof. H ill becam e a licensed  atom ic  
reactor operator.
Legislative Program
Members of the Maine Legislature were 
invited to visit the University of Maine cam­
pus on Saturday, November 15.
President Lloyd H. Elliott spoke to the 
legislators and there was a question-answer 
period. Samuel W. Collins '19, Caribou, vice 
president of the board of trustees, presided.
A luncheon was served in the new Men’s 
Dining Hall.
Following the luncheon, there was a bus 
tour of the campus.
Aubert Dedication
University President Lloyd H. Elliott has 
praised three groups for making possible 
the addition of new wings to Aubert Hall, 
home of the University’s chemistry and 
chemical engineering departments.
Speaking at dedication ceremonies for the 
new wings, Dr. Elliott said, “We are grate­
ful to many for the successful completion of 
these new wings.
“I should like to pay tribute to the Board 
of Trustees for their foresight in recom­
mending this construction, to the Maine 
Legislature for their forward-looking action 
in providing funds and to the members of 
the University of Maine Pulp and Paper 
Foundation for their financial help and wise 
counsel,” Dr. Elliott declared.
High Honor
A University professor, Dr. Garland B. 
Russell, received a high honor last month 
when he was asked to deliver the keynote 
speech at the National 4-H Club Congress 
in Chicago.
It marked the first time that anyone from 
Maine had been asked to appear as a fea­
tured speaker at the national event. More 
than 1,900 4-H club members, leaders and 
guests heard Dr. Russell speak on “Youth 
Rides Out The Storm.”
II
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A New Era
Dawns at the University of Maine
Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott Becomes President
For whatever period of time it may be my privilege to serve the University of Maine, I pledge, with my every effort and with whatever courage I have been endowed, to work un­
ceasingly for the highest quality education of which each student 
is capable and to compromise this goal with no one. I believe 
this to be the fundamental purpose of a university and to that end 
I give my energy and devotion in clear conscience.”
With those words, Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott accepted the position 
of President of the University of Maine.
In extremely impressive ceremonies, Dr. Elliott formally took 
office on the morning of Friday, October 24, in Memorial Gym­
nasium before an audience of teachers, guests, friends and students 
of the University.
Coming to Maine from Cornell University where he was 
executive assistant to the president, Dr. Elliott succeeded Dr. 
Arthur A. Hauck as head of the University.
Included in the long line of marchers were about 175 dele­
gates of colleges, universities, learned and professional societies, 
and other associations; 85 students representing campus organiza­
tions, and more than 300 faculty members.
Dr. Raymond H. Fogler ’15, president of the Board of Trus­
tees, presided.
Dr. J. Seelye Bixler, president of Colby College, gave the 
featured address. (See pages 8-9.)
In his inaugural address, Pres. Elliott said: “A state univer­
sity with its activities that reach every corner of the state, with its 
research projects that contribute to the solution of the problems 
of all mankind, and its teaching program which holds out promise 
of self-realization for thousands, is surely the product of states­
manlike vision on the part of our forefathers.
“The University of Maine, having risen through the past 90 
years to its present enviable position, is surely one that merits 
the honor you bestow upon her today. This University is the Uni­
versity of every man, woman and child of the state of Maine. 
While we in the state of Maine may guide her activities, let us 
not forget that this, our University, has a duty to the nation and 
to the world. It is the college and the university above all other 
institutions that must point the way for civilization’s march through 
science and technology, through the humanities and the social 
studies.”
An inaugural luncheon was served in the men’s dining hall 
following the inauguration. Mr. Samuel W. Collins of Caribou 
’19, vice president of the Board of Trustees, presided.
Speakers were Dr. Warren G. Hill, Maine Commissioner of 
Education; Mr. Carleton R. Hurd ’59, president of the General 
Student Senate; Prof. Walter J. Creamer '18, who represented 
the faculty; Mr. Henry T. Carey ’22, president of the General 
Alumni Association; Dr. Charles F. Phillips, president of Bates 
" College; and Dr. A. N. Jorgensen, president of the University of 
Connecticut.
6
Dr. Elliott stands at the speaker’s rostrum and views a standing 
ovation as he waits to deliver his inaugural address. Standing 
behind Dr. Elliott are the Rev. Frederick H. Thompson ’28, who 
gave the invocation, Dr. J. Seelye Bixler, president of Colby Col­
lege, who gave the featured address; and Mr. Raymond H. Fogler 
’15, president of the Board of Trustees, who installed Dr. Elliott 
as president. Members of the University glee club are shown at 
the top of the picture.
(All photos of the inauguration were taken by Mr. Carroll 
Hall of the Bangor Daily News.)
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. .  let us be mindful of the need to 
strengthen our moral leadership,” said Dr. 
Lloyd H. Elliott in delivering his inaugural 
address.
‘I charge you to fulfill all the responsibilities and duties of the 
office you now hold to the best of your ability and in keeping 
with the splendid history of this University.” Dr. Raymond H. 
Fogler ’15 installs Dr. Elliott as the ninth president of the 
University of Maine.
\ ^  ^
Among those prominent at the ceremonies 
were, standing—left, Dr. Albert N. Jorgen­
sen, president of the University of Connecti­
cut; standing—right, Dr. Warren G. Hill, 
commissioner of education for the state of 
Maine; and seated, Mr. Samuel W. Collins 
’19, vice president of the board of trustees.
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"...So Ready To 
Choose The 
Easy Way..."
By Dr. J. Seelye Bixler
President of Colby College
Dr. Bixler, right, who delivered the featured address at Dr. 
Elliott’s inauguration, is recognized as one of America’s leading 
scholars. Because his talk covers a situation we all need to know, 
the editors of The Maine Alumnus are happy to publish excerpts 
in the following article.t
N ot long ago the New Yorker magazine published a cartoon in which two Russian commisars are puzzling over an ab­stract painting. According to the caption one finally turns 
to the other and says: “This fellow hasn’t suffered enough. Send 
him to Siberia!”
The scene was fanciful, of course, but whatever Russians say 
or are purported to say these days makes us sit up and take notice 
so as I looked at it I found myself wondering whether some Rus­
sian might not actually have made the remark and whether it was 
really funny or serious. Aside from the reference to Siberia, isn’t 
it possible that the Russians may have some knowledge, denied to 
us, of the results that only suffering can produce? We have known 
they could endure pain and hardship but we have not believed 
them able to turn it to any very practical account. Both Czars and 
more recent dictators have given them a bad time, but there has 
been no evidence that the experience has been creative. We have 
agonized with Dostoevsky as he probed the unconscious depths of 
his characters and we have followed Tschaikowsky in the turning 
and twisting of some of his more intricately introspective harmonic 
progressions, but we have felt on the whole that the tortured 
souls were inhibited rather than stimulated and that the music 
was inclined to go round and round and come out nowhere.
. . we have been beaten . .
Suddenly all this has changed. It begins to look as though 
the Stoic indifference to pain on the one hand and morbid pre­
occupation with it on the other may have cloaked some secret in­
sight whose presence we did not suspect. For now the sufferer has 
become a man of action. The agitated melancholiac has turned 
into a brilliant nuclear physicist. Practical achievement of the 
highest order has taken the place of vacillation, and we have 
made the astounding discovery that we have been beaten at our 
own scientific and technological game. Either the sick man was 
shamming sickness or else he has been able to find in his supposed 
indisposition a special source of strength. If the reports that 
trickle out of Russia are to be believed he has made amazing prog­
ress not only in science but in the humanities. So to our surprise 
we find ourselves asking which Russian educational methods we 
can adopt. And this in spite of the fact that for the last fifty years 
no subject has been so much discussed among us as education, 
and in no other field do our library shelves groan under such an 
enormous load of books, articles, and special surveys. Our faces 
cannot help being red as we think how little all our talk has ac­
complished. It must have been a college president, who paused 
in the midst of a florid and pompous speech to say dramatically: 
Shall I ask myself a question? only to hear from a piping voice 
in the gallery: Well, if you do, you’ll get a very silly answer!
". . . we are behind Russia . .
This is not the occasion for any attempt at a detailed com­
parison of our education with that of Russia even if I were compe­
tent to make one. Such a comparison would of course have to 
take into account our effort to educate a much larger section of 
the population, also our concern for freedom which has brought 
problems of its own, and especially the fact that, after all, the 
evidence is not yet in and the total results are not yet clear. But 
when all allowances have been made, the uncomfortable truth 
remains that we are behind Russia, educationally, in certain 
demonstrable ways and that a time of soul searching is due. We 
cannot help wondering whether the Russians have not had two 
great advantages: first, they knew what they wanted; and second, 
they were willing to pay the price for it, where price means not 
merely their own money and their own toil but hardship and 
discipline on the part of their students.
In any case, the Russians seem to have known where they 
were going. Can the same be said of us and if not where does 
the fault lie? The issue is all the more poignant because some 
years ago we were developing a philosophy that might have kept 
us from aimlessness both in our educational procedures and our 
national life. Professor John Dewey offered a way of thinking 
which had two special characteristics, reliance on the scientific
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method and concern for the broader needs of society. It was 
modern in temper, brilliant in many of its individual insights, 
experimental in method and practical in its aims. It was well suited 
to the needs of a rapidly growing population with a point of view 
that was confident, forward-looking, and inventive. Admittedly 
Dewey’s philosophy was one-sided and called out for correction 
at important points. Yet it was gaining interest and support not 
only here and in Europe but in the two countries that most 
threaten our peace of mind today—Russia and China. If it could 
have been modified by those who really understood what it was 
all about, it might have been made into the basis for the shared 
international experience we yearn for so deeply. In some tragic 
fashion, however, the teacher was exploited by disciples who 
did not see what he meant. Dewey, the great expreimentalist, 
was regarded as the author of final truths and revered as if he 
were himself the Absolute. He who had inveighed against institu­
tions became himself an institution. Instead of pioneering for new 
ideas, or reflecting critically on those they had, many of his fol­
lowers became authoritarian guardians of the Deweyan doctrine 
once revealed on Morningside Heights. Unable to look beyond 
the letter of the law these people turned Dewey’s notion of liberty 
into license, while his concern for a mature responsiveness to 
the social environment was twisted until it became a childish 
laissez faire individualism. So although Dewey actually taught 
self-discipline he has been interpreted as justifying self-indulgence.
Carrots Are For Rabbits
But the real blame for the misunderstanding must be placed 
on us, the general public rather than on his followers for they 
could not have done what they did if we had not been all too 
ready to listen. Because life has been easier physically for us 
than it was for our forebears we have felt that we could afford a 
little spiritual relaxation. And in addition, the influence of the 
times was unfortunate, for just when Dewey’s teachings began 
to make themselves felt the entertainment world developed new 
media. Education could not compete on the basis of sheer “inter­
est” or “appeal” with the movies, radio, and now television to 
say nothing of the deluge of comics. We have tried to defend 
both our economic system and our schools by saying that we be­
lieve in using the carrot instead of the stick. But isn’t the carrot 
a rather soft symbol of salvation? Carrots, after all, are rabbits’ 
food. Perhaps their use in school will make us a nation of rabbits. 
Already our ears are long and we listen too readily to what others 
say about us instead of cultivating our own gardens. Where we 
should press forward with resolution we hop timidly from one 
point to another. And when our teaching is put to the final proof 
in the pudding or the pie it often turns out to be pretty tasteless 
stuff.
As each of us knows in his heart, the real trouble is that we 
have been so ready to choose the easy way. We crave entertain­
ment. In itself this is not a bad thing but we have carried it to 
such an extreme that we spend inordinate amounts of our newly 
won leisure watching the trivia of TV. And we are conspicuously 
unwilling to undergo the rigorous effort needed to become per­
formers ourselves. Even in music our readiness to listen instead 
of play has gone so far that I have actually heard the term “good 
musician” applied to one whose sole qualification was the owner­
ship of a large library of records. The next step will be to call 
a man a good athlete for watching the Red Sox from his rumpus 
room. With such goings on or rather sittings—still at home our 
students naturally expect to be entertained at school and to have 
the sometimes bitter pill of learning covered with the thickest 
possible sugar coating. The situation was dramatized for me this 
fall when I heard a boy who had spent the summer with the 
Marines remark that he was glad to return to college where life 
was easy.
Avoid Difficult Courses
In education as elsewhere in life good and evil are not neces­
sarily at opposite ends of the measuring scale but often close to­
gether and even side by side. The attempt made by the progressive
group to stimulate the student by helping him to see the point of 
what he does and to identify the school’s purposes with his own 
was in itself entirely laudable. We must agree also that in some 
cases it has worked very well. But the event has shown that fre­
quently neither teachers nor students have grasped all that was 
implied. The result is that instead of reaching maturity too many 
of our students have remained in a childish world of dreams 
where serious effort is unnecessary and looked on as something 
to be avoided. The lesson they have best learned is how to by-pass 
what is hard. They are content to hand in work that at times 
has to be called slovenly. They use the elective system not only 
to choose courses that will let them sleep late and go off on 
Saturday, but to avoid languages, science, and mathematics. Here 
the educational shoe pinches so badly that our deformity has at 
last been made glaringly evident. As Dr. James B. Conant has 
discovered in his recent study, our trouble stems not so much 
from a lack of courses as from the unwillingness of our students 
to take, master, and probe the meaning of the courses we now 
have. You will understand that I have no wish to make a blanket 
indictment. Fortunately there are many very notable exceptions 
and in some areas there is superb achievement. But we live in a 
time of troubles that tests our souls and, by and large, we are 
not facing up to its hazards. That our students’ souls have iron 
deep down in them all of us know. They compete vigorously in 
athletics. They shun games that are too easy. And when called 
on to face the improbable horrors of war, their response is mag­
nificent. How, then, can we help them to meet more effectively 
the challenge of peace? Of course it is always simpler to show 
what is wrong than to know what to do about it, but a few hints 
as to what should be done are beginning to appear. First of all 
we must define our aims. We want preparation for life, but what 
kind of preparation and for what kind of life? My feeling is that 
we can no longer hide from ourselves the need for preparation for 
life in an age that threatens disaster. We want education for 
adversity, though of course not for adversity alone. But certainly 
our students should be made ready for responsible rather than 
comfortable living and we cannot deny that a responsible attitude 
at the present includes an awareness that evil days may be com­
ing. We should even be willing to have our well adjusted block­
heads become ill adjusted eggheads for the time being if that is 
what mental achievement calls for. We have made so much of 
education for success that we have forgotten how important it is 
to be prepared for failure. I do not mean of course that the failure 
need be final, but rather that it is less likely to be final if we are 
in some sense ready for it.
. . prepare for hardship . .
In the next place although it may be true that we prepare 
ourselves for hardship by meeting difficulties head on we should 
remember that not all difficulties serve the purpose of education. 
Some suffering is ennobling, other types are brutalizing. “I 
gaze and suffer” said Milton in the First Elegy, “and find it is 
good to suffer and gaze.” In this case suffering was good be­
cause it led to deeper insight. “He that increaseth knowledge 
increaseth sorrow” the book of Ecclesiastes tells us. Why? The 
answer, I think, is that increase in true understanding is accompa­
nied by wider sympathy and greater fellow-feeling. The suffering 
that leads to greater depth and breadth in one’s point of view is 
what we are really after and this seems to be the suffering that 
reveals what is universally human in the particular lot of the 
individual. It is not easy to say how this is won, but our best ex­
ample in literature is offered by the book of Job. Here physical 
pain and grief unite to stimulate a restlessly inquiring mind, which 
maintains its integrity throughout a succession of dramatic and 
sometimes disastrous experiences, finding at the end that man s 
deepest searchings can lead to the discovery of values that are 
intrinsic and absolute. Naturally we hope that our children will 
be spared both Job’s boils and his bereavements. But we cannot 
be blind to the fact that trouble will come, that to some extent 
it can be prepared for emotionally and that certain forms of 
trouble can be turned to both intellectual and spiritual account.
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"...Bedeviled The Vaunted Giants Of Yale... / /
A University of M aine football team that scored a tremendous comeback 'to win the State Series championship 
and the only Maine team that ever scored 
on Yale was honored at the 58th Homecom­
ing, Oct. 31-Nov. 1.
Members of the 1933 Black Bear eleven 
were honored guests at the annual Home­
coming Luncheon.
The 1933 eleven, rated by many fans as 
the weakest in the state prior to the start 
of the season, got off to a bad start by los­
ing three of its first four games against out- 
of-state opponents.
A complete underdog going into the State 
Series competition, the ’33 team rose up
and whipped Bates, Colby and Bowdoin on 
the final three Saturdays of the campaign 
to win the state championship.
The 1933 eleven was also known for its 
great stand against the mighty Yale Bulldogs 
at the Yale Bowl.
Yale nipped the Bears, 14-7, but it marked 
the first time in 13 years of contests be­
tween the two schools that a Maine eleven 
had ever scored on Yale. Here’s the way 
sportswriter George Trevor of the New 
York Sun described the action:
“Scored! That doesn’t begin to tell the 
story of how Maine’s big-hearted bantams 
bedeviled the vaunted giants of Yale from 
whistle to whistle; of how that relatively
slight Pine Tree line stopped the Big Blue 
varsity cold for two periods; of how the 
fighting Orono men—standing at bay like 
the glowering black bear of their native 
woods when cornered in the timber ‘slash’ 
by a surprised trapper—hurled back the 
dervish-like dashes of Bob Lassiter, the 
sharp jabs of Stan Fuller and the catapultic 
lunges of Andy Callan.”
Scores of Maine’s games that year were: 
Rhode Island 6, Maine 0; Yale 14, Maine 
7; Maine 14, Lowell Textile 0; New Hamp­
shire 6, Maine 0; Maine 12, Bates 7; Maine 
18, Colby 7; Maine 12, Bowdoin 0.
Captain of the 1933 team was Philip S. 
Parsons. Other officers of the team, in ad­
dition to Coach Fred Brice, were Assistant 
Coach Bill Kenyon, Manager Paul McDon­
nell, Manager-Elect Donald Rollins and 
Trainer Stan Wallace.
Letter winners, their positions and pres­
ent addresses, were: Parsons, end, Davis, 
California; Harry P. Files, tackle, Boulder, 
Col.; Clayton O. Totman, tackle, Alexan­
dria, Va.; Richard L. Rice, tackle, Bangor; 
Samuel H. Reese, guard, Chattanooga, 
Tenn.; William H. Bessom, guard, deceased; 
Morris H. Judd, guard, Lebanon, N. H.; 
George L. Cobb, center, Hudson Height, 
Quebec, Canada; Carleton F. Davis, guard, 
Biddeford; Richard L. Hill, guard, Reading, 
Mass.
Also, Dana P. Sidelinger, tackle, Cam­
bridge, Mass.; Kenneth Aldrich, end, Nor­
way; Lawrence J. O’Connell, end, Milton, 
Mass.; Edward L. Butler, Jr., quarterback, 
South Portland; Donald E. Favor, halfback, 
Brunswick; Clyde E. Higgins, halfback, 
Caribou; M. Milton MacBride, halfback, 
Presque Isle; Carl N. Honer, halfback, Port­
land; Stanwood R. Searles, halfback, Long- 
meadow, Mass.; Robert L. Littlehale, full­
back, Cohasset, Mass.; and Lewis B. Var­
ney, fullback, North Windham.
M embers o f  the 1933 team  who returned to cam pus for H om ecom ing were, 
le ft to right: Col. Clayton O. T otm an, Clyde E. H iggins, D onald  E. Favor, Edward 
L. B utler, Jr., Dana P. S idelinger, M. M ilton M acBride and Richard L. H ill.
(Haskell photo)
Oh, That Colby Mule!
It  w a s  A terrific weekend, the 58th Home­coming, right up to the end ..  .And then the bombshell landed.
A fighting Colby football team moved 
into the den of the Maine Black Bears and 
handed Maine a 16-12 defeat on the grid­
iron to send more than 7,000 persons sadly 
homeward. (Actually a few were from Col­
by. Needless to say, they were happy.)
Getting back to the lighter side of the 
Homecoming, the weekend’s activities be­
gan Friday night with a great student rally 
which featured skits put on by the Home­
coming queen candidates and the tradition­
al bonfire.
Crowned Queen
Miss Sally Kennett of Topsham, a pretty 
freshman coed, was crowned Homecoming 
queen at the dance which followed.
Alumni reunions also featured Friday 
evening’s program. Several hundred alumni 
attended the Open House at the Memorial 
Union and met President and Mrs. Lloyd 
H. Elliott. The Alumni Council met at 
Estabrooke Hall.
The Graduate “M” Club also met at the 
Union. Mr. A. D. T. Libby ’98 was the 
oldest member present.
On Saturday, it was a sad event for the
freshman girls when they lost to the sopho­
more girls in field hockey, 1-0. It meant the 
frosh coeds will wear their beanies for the 
rest of the year.
The Alumni women’s team was victori­
ous over the upperclass women in their 
annual game, 1-0.
In the Homecoming display contest, Sig­
ma Alpha Epsilon copped the fraternity 
title while the North Dorms won the men’s 
dormitory crown and North Estabrooke 
Hall captured the women’s dormitory title.
Silver plates will go to the winning groups 
from the General Alumni Association.
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Kriger ’16, Potter ’20, Crane Win
1958 Black Bear Awards
Mr. H enry T . Carey ’2 2 , president o f  the G eneral 
A lum ni A ssociation , presented  the 1958  B lack Bear  
Awards at the H om ecom in g  L uncheon on  Nov. 1. B efore  
p resen ting  the awards, he said: “ In 1 9 5 0 , the G eneral 
A lum ni A ssociation  estab lished  the B lack  Bear Awards 
to be awarded at each H om ecom in g  in ‘recogn ition  and
appreciation  o f  outstanding service in prom oting Univer­
sity sp irit.’ It gives m e great pleasure at this tim e to pre­
sent the 1958  Black Bear Awards.”  He then gave Black  
Bear Awards to Mr. Lewis H. Kriger ’16 ( le ft  p h o to ), 
Mr. G eorge A. Potter ’20  (cen ter p h o to ) , and Mr. Percy 
F. Crane (righ t p h o to ) . T he citations read as follow s:
LEWIS H. KRIGER ’16
“Your 1958 Black Bear Awards Selections 
Committee has voted the Black Bear Award 
to an alumnus who has carried the same 
loyal Maine spirit he exhibited as a student 
through over forty years of alumni service.
“Maine, not unlike many fine schools, 
has had its great athletes. Again, like other 
colleges, Maine has found that some of its 
great student athletic stars have not carried 
the same spirit into their post-college life. 
Our recipient today most definitely has 
shown the same devotion and desire to serve 
which was characteristic of him on the 
Maine campus years ago.
Outstanding Athlete
“One of Maine’s ‘football greats’ of the 
teens, our recipient is a Past-President of 
the Graduate ‘M’ Club, and an unassuming 
but capable worker on many University and 
alumni projects.
“Active in all University athletic matters, 
he has also been a generous contributor to 
all alumni contribution efforts.
“It is with much sincere pleasure that the 
1958 Black Bear Award is presented to 
Lewis II. K riger, Class of 1916, of Port­
land.”
GEORGE A. POTTER ’20
“Our second 1958 Black Bear Award 
is also presented to an alumnus, who has 
had a career of alumni service to Maine 
dating from his graduation in 1920.
“Currently President of the Class of 1920, 
he is a Past-President of the Black Bear 
Club of Greater Boston, and a key leader 
in the Boston Alumni Association.
“Currently he is a member of the Alumni 
Council and is Co-Chairman of Special 
Gifts in Eastern Massachusetts for the 
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund.
“In the course of an outstanding career 
in the field of insurance administration, he 
has been instrumental in the employment 
of a great many Maine men in his company.
Willing Worker
“Always a willing worker or leader in 
any volunteer assignment given to him by 
the University and the Alumni Association, 
he has been a generous contributor to all 
efforts supporting the welfare of the Uni­
versity.
“1 he true spirit of the Black Bear Award 
is faithfully kept in the presentation of this 
1958 Black Bear Award to G eorge A. 
Potter, Class of 1920, of Boston, Mass.”
PERCY F. CRANE
“Your Selections Committee has voted 
our third 1958 Black Bear Award to a gentle­
man who is a graduate of Bowdoin College. 
Among the many well earned compliments 
he has received is the statement, ‘For a 
Bowdoin alumnus, he sure is a great Maine 
man.’
“Following a distinguished early career 
in both public and private secondary edu­
cation, our recipient came to Maine in 1936, 
as Director of Admissions for the Univer­
sity. He most capably held this position un­
til his retirement last June.
“His service to the University went well 
above the normal call of duty. His friendly 
and invaluable advice and assistance to 
thousands of Maine students, parents and 
alumni will never be forgotten by those 
who were privileged by his friendly smile 
and sound counsel.
“A popular guest and speaker at many 
Maine alumni groups around the country, 
he was in constant demand by our alumni 
clubs. Always willing to discuss a problem 
with a student or parent, day, night, or Sun­
day, his contribution to Maine is perma­
nently enscribed upon the hearts of those 
he so willingly served.
“No one is more deserving of this high 
award, than Percy F. Crane, of Orono.”
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Student Building Fund 
Effort Produces $80,000
Students on th e  Orono campus have added $80,000 in pledges and gifts to the Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund. 
This remarkable result in a student campaign 
opened last spring and continued this fall 
makes the realization of the students’ total 
goal of $100,000 nearly assured, according 
to Mr. Thomas G. Mangan '16, General 
Chairman of the Arthur A. Hauck Building 
Fund.
In announcing the students’ outstanding 
progress, Mr. Mangan paid special tribute 
to Blaine Moores ’59, Student General 
Chairman, and to the University Store Com­
pany which contributed nearly $14,000 to 
the student effort.
Mr. Mangan said, “If many of our alum­
ni leaders in campaign areas across the 
country could catch the spark of enthusi­
asm and true desire of success which has 
been evident in the work of our student 
chairman, Mr. Moores, our alumni cam­
paign would be much further ahead.”
Tribute to Store Company
“The University Store Company, our 
Bookstore, has again as it has so often in 
the past, made a substantial contribution 
to the success of the Fund through its latest 
gift to the student effort. The sincere thanks
of all who sincerely look forward to the 
construction of the Arthur A. Hauck Audi­
torium go out to the Store Company,” Mr. 
Mangan stated.
A continuation of the Student Campaign 
at a later date will push the student effort 
on to its $100,000 goal. Student General 
Chairman Moores has expressed his appreci­
ation to his capable campaign captains, 
lieutenants, and workers, and to the support 
given by The Maine Campus, the student 
radio station, WORO, and to the many 
groups on the campus who cooperated in 
publicity and solicitation. This volunteer 
effort on the part of the students sets a high 
standard for their “alumni elders” to meet.
University Friends Campaign
Mr. Raymond H. Fogler '15, Chairman 
of the Friends Division of the Building 
Fund, has reported that the organization 
and solicitation among the non-alumni 
friends of the University is making excel­
lent progress.
Friends of the University throughout the 
northeastern section of the country are being 
given an opportunity to participate in the 
effort to honor President Emeritus Arthur 
A. Hauck through the construction of an 
auditorium in his name. Mr. Fogler re­
ports that the volunteer response of these 
friends of Maine is most encouraging.
“The willingness of so many of our non­
alumni friends, not only to financially con­
tribute to the Campaign, but also to contact 
other friends for their gifts, makes for a 
most gratifying experience,” Mr. Fogler 
has said.
Alumni Area Campaigns
Since the last Campaign report in the 
Alumnus, Central New York State, under 
the leadership of Conan A. “ Cap” Priest 
’22, has exceeded its quota, and continues 
to work well over the 100% mark. Other 
Area Campaigns well over the “100% of 
quota” mark are: T exas (M r. T . R ussell 
W oolley  ’4 1 ) ,  North O xford  C ounty (M r. 
Harry B. C onner ’3 7 ) ,  L eh igh  V alley, 
P enna. (M r. H om er W . H uddilston  ’3 2 ) .
The following Area Campaigns are ap­
proaching the “100% of quota” status: 
R ochester Area, N. Y. (M r. D avid S. 
Greenlaw ’4 1 ) ,  W estern New York State  
(M r. R ichard E . Sm ith  ’4 8 ) ,  F lorida  
(M r. H arold B. Sw icker ’2 1 ) ,  W estern  
M assachusetts (M r. M yron C. Peabody  
’1 6 ) ,  and L incoln  C ounty (M r. A lan C. 
Pease ’5 2 ) .
Fund leaders are calling on all Area 
Chairmen and Workers to step up their 
solicitation efforts in order that the greater 
good may be accomplished prior to the 
Christmas Season.
Special Gifts Campaign
“Our Special Gifts Effort is far from 
complete,” Mr. Hazen H. Ayer ’24, Special 
Gifts Chairman, has reported. “Several of 
our Area Special Gifts Chairmen have done 
an excellent job, but, in many areas, the 
larger number of solicitations have not been 
made as yet,” Mr. Ayer continued.
Special Gifts Areas which have completed 
solicitations are: O xford  C ounty (M r. 
Harry B un cke ’1 9 ) ,  W aldo C ounty (M r. 
H enry Lowe ’3 8 ) ,  M aryland (M r. Jam es  
T otm an ’1 6 ) ,  C entral New York (M r. 
Conan A. Priest ’2 2 ) ,  and R ochester Area, 
N. Y. (M r. D avid G reenlaw ’4 1 ) .  In sev­
eral of these completed areas, the Special 
Gifts Chairmen continue to seek additional 
pledges and gifts.
G eneral C hairm an M angan and Special 
G ifts C hairm an Ayer ask all a lum ni who  
have not been  contacted  for their p led ges  
as yet, to m ake th is situation  know n to  
the Fund O ffice, M em orial U n ion , in  
O rono.
An attractive and co lorfu l sign  on  the m all in  front o f  the library enables  
students to watch the totals grow in the student drive o f  the Arthur A. H auck  
B u ild in g  Fund. Students are tak ing an active and enthusiastic  role in the drive, 
having raised approxim ately  80  per cent o f  their goal o f  $ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 . Publicity  
C hairm an David R obinson ’61 o f  L ittleton , Mass., supervised the construction
o f  the sign. (Haskell photo)
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P rom inent in the U niversity o f  M aine’s gridiron suc­
cess during the 1958  season were the five m en shown  
above. All turned in  ex ce llen t perform ances as the B lack  
Bears posted  a 6-2 record. L eft to right: Guard Charlie
“ Chuck” Eberbach ’59 o f Brewer, End Ed Manson ’59  
o f  W inthrop, Fullback Bob Bragg ’60  o f  Fairfield , Full­
back John T heriault ’59  o f W aterville and Guard Ed Soper 
’59 o f  Orland. (Haskell photos)
Bears Second In Pennant Races »
Su m m in g  it  u p , you might say it was a season of second-place finishes.
Maine’s fall athletic teams compiled 
outstanding records, but unfortunately the 
Black Bear athletes wound up on the heels 
of rivals in the races for championship pen­
nants.
The varsity football team dropped its 
only Yankee Conference decision to Con­
necticut and ended in second place to the 
Huskies in the final standings. In the 
State Series, the Bears were dealt a 16-12 
setback at the hands of Colby and finished 
in second place in the Series standings.
Turning to cross-country, Maine again 
was a second-place team finishing second in 
the New England run.
Despite being nipped at the wire, it was 
a season to be proud of. For the football 
team, it was the eighth straight winning sea­
son for Coach Hal Westerman, whose teams 
have now won 39 games, lost only 15 and 
tied three. Coach Ed Styrna’s cross-coun­
try harriers displayed strength in finishing 
second in the New England run.
The Bears won only one meet during the 
season and were expected to finish far out 
of the money. Hard running, however, and 
an exhibition of courage that has marked 
Maine teams in the past enabled the Bears 
to lead 13 other college teams to the wire 
at Boston. Freshman Mike Kimball of 
Maine won the N. E. freshman race 
Space is limited, so here’s a rundown on 
the fall results and winter schedules. (Fig­
ures in parentheses indicate Maine’s record 
in dual contests.)
Varsity Football ( 6-2 )
Maine 19, Massachusetts 6 
“ 37, Rhode Island 8
“ 26, Vermont 0
“ 14, New Hampshire 0
“ 6, Connecticut 21
“ 40, Bates 0
“ 12, Colby 16
“ 37, Bowdoin 0
Freshman Football (3-1)
Frosh 26, Bridgton 0 
“ 26, Colby Frosh 40
28, Maine Maritime 0 
“ 32, M. C. I. 12
Varsity Cross-Country (1-2 )
Maine 30, New Hampshire 28 
“ 19, Bates 42
“ 31, Vermont 26
41, Massachusetts 38, Springfield 
46, Northeastern 95 
Maine 5th in Yankee Conference run. 
Maine 2nd in New England run.
Frosh Cross-Country (2-1)
Frosh 29, Bangor High 30
“ 23, Sumner High 43, Rockland
High 76
“ 33, Lee Academy 24
“ 441/2, Old Town High 281/2,
Wiscasset High 49 
“ 21, M. C. I. 36
“ 45, Waterville High 37, Lee
Academy 42
“ 30 New Brunswick varsity 30,
P. C. S. 63
WINTER SCHEDULES
Varsity Basketball
Dec. 6—Bates
Dec. 10—at Colby
Dec. 12—Vermont
Dec. 13—Vermont
Dec. 16—at Bowdoin
Dec. 31-Jan. 3—Downeast Classic
Jan. 6—Connecticut
Jan. 10—at Bates
Jan. 13—Colby
Jan. 17—Bowdoin
Jan. 30—at Rhode Island
Jan. 31—at Connecticut
Feb. 6—Massachusetts
Feb. 7—Massachusetts
Feb. 11—at New Hampshire
Feb. 17—New Hampshire
Feb. 21—Rhode Island 
Feb. 24— Bates 
Feb. 28—at Bowdoin 
Mar. 4—at Colby
Frosh Basketball
Dec. 6—U. of New Brunswick Varsity
Dec. 8—Maine Maritime
Dec. 13—Brewer High
Dec. 16—John Bapst High
Jan. 6—U.M.P.
Jan. 10—at M. C. I.
Jan. 13—Colby Frosh 
Jan. 17—Ricker 
Feb. 6—Intramural All-Stars
Feb. 7—M. C. I.
Feb. 17—W. S.T. C.
Feb. 21—Old Town High 
Feb. 24— Intramural All-Stars 
Feb. 28—at Bowdoin Frosh 
Mar. 4—at Colby Frosh
Varsity Track
Jan. 17—New Hampshire
Jan. 31—at Yankee Conference Relays
in Boston 
Feb. 7—Bates
Feb. 21—at Bowdoin 
Feb. 28—Maine A. A. U. at Orono 
Mar. 7—Northeastern
Frosh Track
Dec. 13—Intramural Meet
Jan. 10—Sophomores
Jan. 17—South Portland High
Feb. 7—Bates J. V.’s
Feb. 14—Charles Rice Cup
Feb. 21—DeeringHigh
Feb. 28—Maine A. A. U. at Orono
Mar. 7—Portland High
CALICO QUEEN
Miss Carol Q uigg, second from  
the right in the photo on page 5, 
was elected queen o f  the Calico Ball 
by her classm ates at the University.
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Local Associations
•1
Portland Alumnae
The Portland Alumnae opened their 1958-
59 season with a meeting on October 2. 
Dean and Mrs. (Martha Allen ’44) William 
L. Irvine ’42 of the University of Maine in 
Portland were guests at this meeting.
Dean Irvine discussed development plans 
for the University of Maine in Portland, 
and held a “question and answer period.’’ 
Introduced at this meeting was Roberta 
Wyer '58, who was awarded the Portland 
Alumnae Watch at Commencement last 
June.
On October 9, the Portland Alumnae held 
a successful food sale.
The November meeting of the Portland 
Alumnae was held on the 6th at the Uni­
versity of Maine in Portland, with Mrs. 
Francis Vincent demonstrating “Attractive 
Wrappings for Christmas and other Occa­
sions.”
Southern Kennebec Alumni
The Southern Kennebec Alumni opened 
their monthly luncheons on October 3 and 
November 7 at the Hotel North in Augusta.
This alumni group plan luncheons on 
the first Friday of each month, and all alum­
ni in the area, as well as visiting alumni, are 
cordially invited to attend.
Lewiston-Auburn Alumnae
On October 15, the Lewiston-Auburn 
Alumnae met at the home of Mavis (Leav­
itt) Varney ’44 in Turner.
Guest and Speaker at this meeting was 
Mrs. Edith Gammon who demonstrated the 
art of using driftwood in home decoration. 
Plans were made for the next meeting on
November 19 at which Mrs. Daniel Rock 
spoke on her European trip. This meeting 
was held at the home of Phyllis (Bryant) 
Leavitt ’43, Auburn.
Southern Kennebec Alumnae
Officers elected at the October 23 meet­
ing of the Southern Kennebec Alumnae in 
Winthrop were: president, Gladys (Clark) 
McLeary ’43; vice president, Mary-Grace 
(Tibbetts) Bean ’48, treasurer, Agnes 
(Masse) Plummer ’28; secretary, Edith 
(Hoyt) Humphrey ’27; and publicity, Mar­
tha (Cilley) Merrill ’43.
Northern Kennebec Alumni
Officers elected at the October 22nd meet­
ing of the Northern Kennebec Alumni in 
Waterville were: president, Ralph Hawkes, 
Jr ’37, Richard Smiley ’51, vice president; 
Doris (Ramsay) Leavitt ’53, secretary; and 
John Borodko ’51, treasurer.
Finger Lakes (N .Y .) Alumni
Officers elected at the October 26th meet­
ing of the Finger Lakes Region Alumni on 
the Cornell University campus were- presi­
dent, Stanley Smith '44; Eugene Mawhinney 
’47, vice president; Mary (Simmons) Rol­
lins ’49, secretary-treasurer.
Guests and speakers at this meeting were 
Mrs. Ingeborg MacKellar who spoke on the 
changing aspect of the University campus, 
and Dean Emeritus Arthur L. Deering '12 
who discussed the University’s legislative 
problems.
Aroostook County Alumni
Alumni and their guests from north, cen­
tral, and south Aroostook County assem­
bled in Presque Isle on November 4 for 
a dinner meeting with University President 
Lloyd H. Elliott. Also attending and bring­
ing greetings from the General Alumni As­
sociation was Executive Secretary Don 
Taverner ’43.
Frank W. Hussey ’25, of the University’s 
Board of Trustees, presided at this meeting 
which heard President Elliott discuss cur­
rent and anticipated developments at the 
University.
Boston Alumni
The Boston Alumni held their annual 
“Sports Smoker” at Thompson’s Spa on 
November 5.
Guests and speakers at this enjoyable 
affair were Dr. Rome Rankin, University 
Director of Athletics, and Don Taverner 
’43, General Alumni Association Executive 
Secretary.
Dr. Rankin discussed recent and pro­
posed developments in the University’s ath­
letic and physical education programs, and 
Mr. Taverner showed a highlight film of 
the Connecticut and Bates Games for 1958.
Several parents of students at Maine were 
present at this dinner meeting, at which 
Boston Alumni President, Robert E. Turner 
’26, presided.
Central Massachusetts Alumni
The Central Massachusetts Alumni met on 
November 8 in Worcester for a dinner 
meeting.
Guest and speaker at this successful meet­
ing was Margaret M. Mollison ’50, Assist­
ant Alumni Secretary for the University. 
Miss Mollison spoke on “What’s New on 
Campus and in Orono.”
Presiding at this meeting was E. Merle 
Hildreth ’34, president of the Central Massa­
chusetts Alumni.
Bangor Alumnae
The Eastern Association of University 
of Maine Women met in Bangor for a din­
ner meeting on November 10.
Guest and speaker for this meeting was 
James A. Harmon ’40, Director of Admis­
sions for the University. Mr. Harmon spoke 
on the anticipated growth of the University 
and what is being done about meeting the 
problems of admissions from the growing 
number of applications.
Stella (Borkowsky) Patten ’47, Bangor 
Alumnae president, presided.
Penobscot Valley Alumni
The Penobscot Valley Alumni met on 
November 18 in Bangor with President 
Lloyd H. Elliott, as their guest and speaker.
Also present were a number of city and 
town officials from surrounding communi­
ties, and members of the state legislature.
President Elliott spoke to the group on 
the University’s legislative program and on 
near-future needs. A “question and answer” 
period followed Dr. Elliott’s address.
Presiding at this meeting was Milford F. 
Cohen ’41, Penobscot Valley Alumni presi­
dent.
A m ong those prom inent at a recent m eetin g  o f  the Southern New H am pshire  
A lum ni A ssociation were, le ft to right: Mr. Actor T . Abbott ’36 , president; Dr. 
Lloyd H. E lliott, U niversity President; D ean W illiam  L. Irvine ’4 2 , U niversity o f  
M aine in  Portland; and Mr. R oyal A. R oulston ’30 , vice president. Dr. E lliott 
and D ean Irvine addressed m em bers o f  the association .
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Notes from the Classes
NECROLOGY
1898
RENA DUNN WHITCOMB. Mrs. Beecher D. 
Whitcomb died on October 10, 1958, at Brookville, 
Pa. A native of Brownville, she taught school to 
help finance her college education; her major was 
mathematics In 1901 she married the late Beecher 
Whitcomb ’96 and they lived in Warwick, R I. 
where he was an engineer until his death in 1922 
She moved her three children back to Orono, where 
for 36 years she boarded college boys and en­
deared herself to all of them. During W W. II 
she taught in Old Town High School. For the past 
few years Mrs. Whitcomb was blind and suffered 
a heart condition, however her cheerfulness was 
an inspiration to all who knew her. In June of 
1958 she sold her home to join her daughter in 
Pennsylvania. Survivors include two daughters— 
Margaret (Whitcomb ’34) Smith and Katherine 
(Whitcomb ’31) Butler, a brother—Emory ’08, a 
sister, five grandchildren, and two great-grand­
children. The late Karl ’26 was her son and the 
late Rossell "98 was a brother. Mrs Whitcomb was 
a member of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
1899
RALPH NEWELL ROBINSON. Ralph N Rob­
inson died several years ago at his home in Berke­
ley, Calif. He was a native of Machias, but had 
lived in California for nearly 25 years Mr. Robin­
son was employed at Stiles Hall, the University
Y M C.A. Headquarters. Survivors include his wife, 
two daughters, a son, and a brother.
1914
FRANKLIN FISHER. The Alumni Office has 
been informed of the death of Franklin Fisher as 
having occurred on February 23, 1956, in Lewiston. 
He was a native of Leviston and practiced law in 
that city. No further information is available.
1918
CALLIE LARRABEE CARVER. Dr Callie L. 
Carver died on October 31, 1957, in Summit, N. J., 
at Overlook Hospital, where she was a staff mem­
ber for 34 years Dr. Carver had her medical degree 
from Cornell University.
1919
THRULE STEVENS WHITEHOUSE. The Alum­
ni Office was informed that Thrule S. Whitehouse 
died on October 3, 1958, at Pompano Beach, Florida, 
where he resided Mr. Whitehouse at one time was 
an electrical engineer for the Tennessee Valley Au­
thority at Knoxville. Mrs. Whitehouse survives. He 
was a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity
1922
STANLEY WILBUR PERKINS. Stanley W. 
Perkins died on August 18, 1958, at his home in 
Saco. A native of Kennebunkport, since 1922 he 
had been employed by the New England Telephone 
and Telegraph Company as a switchman. He was 
active in Masonic circles and a trustee of the 
Methodist Church. Survivors include his widow,
Northern Penobscot Alumni
On November 20, the Northern Penobscot 
Alumni met in East Millinocket for a dinner 
meeting.
Dr. Clarence Bennett, Head of the 
Physics Department at the University, was 
guest and speaker at this meeting. Dr. 
Bennett brought news of the campus and 
of the College of Technology to the group.
Coming Meetings
R ochester, N. Y., A lum ni
December 2
Speaker: Dr. Clarence Bergeson
North Shore (M ass.) A lum ni
December 2
Speaker: George H. Crosby
Eastern P ennsylvania A lum ni
December 2
Speaker: Stuart P. Haskell, Jr. ’56
Portland A lum nae
December 4
Speaker: Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen 
Watch for notices
Southern K ennebec A lum nae
December 4
Home of Emily (Elmore) Macy ’37, 
Manchester
Greater New York A lum ni
Annual Sports Dinner 
December 5
Speakers: Coach Hal Westerman and 
Don Taverner ’43 
Watch for notices
Auburn-Lewiston M aine Club
December 18
American Legion Home, Auburn, 6:30 P.M. 
Speaker: Coach Hal Westerman
St. Petersburg, F la., A lum ni
Luncheon Meetings, Pennsylvania Hotel 
All Saturdays— 12:00 noon 
December 13 
January 10 
February 14 
March 14 
April 4
Canadian A lum ni
Watch for notices on 
Montreal Alumni Meeting 
in Januaury
Regularly Scheduled Meetings
Weekly—
Portland A lum ni
Friday Noon 
Columbia Hotel
B oston A lum ni
City Club, Thompson’s Spa 
Friday Noon
W ashington , D. C., A lum ni
Thursday, 12:30 P M.
Lotus Club
14th St. at New York Ave.
Monthly—
W estern Pennsylvania A lum ni
First Monday of each month 
Hotel Sherwyn, Pittsburgh 
Noon
Eastern P ennsylvania A lum ni
Last Thursday of each month 
Leeds Restaurant, 121 So. Broad 
Philadelphia, Noon
Southern K ennebec A lum ni
First Friday of each month 
Hotel North, Augusta 
Noon
two daughters, his parents, three brothers, and four 
grandchildren.
1923
PERCY LEROY JOHNSON. Dr. Rev. Percy L. 
Johnson died on October 24, 1958,'at his home in 
White Plains, N. Y. A native of Bar Harbor, he 
received a master’s degree from Syracuse Univer­
sity and a doctor’s in zoology from Johns Hopkins 
University. He taught at Missouri Valley College 
in Marshall, Mo., before joining the staff at New 
York University in 1945. He was associate pro­
fessor of histology at the N.Y U. College of Den­
tistry. Rev. Johnson was ordained in the Episcopal 
Church in 1938 and was assistant to the rector of 
St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church in Armonk at the 
time of his death. Survivors include his widow, a 
son, a stepson, a daughter, his parents, two broth­
ers—one is Dr. Donald G. ’36, and a sister—Helene 
(Johnson ’31) Marshall. He was a member of Beta 
Theta Pi Fraternity.
1942
JOSEPH ANTHONY WENCKUS. The Alumni 
Office has been informed of the death of Joseph A. 
Wenckus as having occurred in January of 1958 in 
Farmington. A native of Rumford, he was a gradu­
ate of Farmington State Teachers College and the 
University; he also had studied at the University 
of Minnesota. During World War II he served in 
the U. S. Army. He was the men’s physical educa­
tion instructor and coach at Farmington State 
Teachers College. His widow and four children are 
listed as surviving. Mr. Wenckus was a member of 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
1953
BARBARA GRAY DAVIS. Mrs. Donald G. 
Davis died on October 17, 1958, at Bangor. A na­
tive of Dedham, she had resided in Bangor for the 
past ten years and was an elementary teacher at 
the Mary Snow and Fruit Street schools. A gradu­
ate of Farmington State Teachers College, she had 
a bachelor’s and master’s degree from the Univer­
sity of Maine. Survivors include her husband and 
parents, two daughters, a sister, and two brothers.
1954
DONALD ROSS MAVOR. Donald R. Mavor, 
an engineer with the P. H Glatfelter Company, 
paper manufacturers of Spring Grove, Pa., died 
on October 9, 1958, at York, Pa., from the results 
of an automobile accident. Born in Edmundston, 
N. B., he lived in Madawaska before entering the 
University. In 1954 he received a civil engineering 
degree, in 1955 the certificate in pulp and paper 
management, and following two years’ service in 
the U. S. Army, he received a master’s degree in 
paper technology in 1958. Mr. Mavor was a mem­
ber of the Edmundston Golf Club and was active 
in baseball at the University. Survivors include his 
parents, grandfather, and three uncles. He was a 
member of Sigma Chi Fraternity.
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1 9 0 9  Ralph Hamlin of 1135A Pershing Blvd.,
1898 Reading, Pa., sent on the following: 
“Did some travelling around Maine in August. 
Chas. Weston ’96 showed us around the campus. 
Was much pleased with the Men’s Dining Hall 
and the newest dormitory. Some different from 
the 1898 facilities. Would like to have seen some 
of the fall football games, but couldn’t get away 
again.”
1 9 0 0  Judge Ernest E. Hobson of 11 Brown 
St., Palmer, Mass., observed his 57th 
anniversary on September 26, 1958, of being ad­
mitted to the bar to practice law. He is one of 
the oldest members of the Massachusetts Bar As­
sociation.
Frederick H. Knight of 8 White Birch Lane, 
Portland, sent the following account to Frederick 
J. Simmons ’07. “ I left the U. of M in ’97 on ac­
count of money matters. I went right to work for 
the Portland R. R. Company as a conductor on 
the electric cars for three years, then I was pro­
moted to timekeeper for a bit. Later served as 
superintendent of tracks. During the life of the 
electrics I built several miles of track; then when 
the cars stopped I tore several miles of track up. 
I live with my daughter and have a granddaughter 
who graduated from Maine in 1956, she (Connie 
Douglass) lives in East Lansing, Michigan, with 
husband Jim Woodbrey ’56 and my great-grand­
daughter.”
1 9 0 1  Frank E. Watts of 1237 6th St., Sara*1 9 0 1  sota, Fla., sends this news: “Mrs. Watts 
and I have just returned from three months in con­
tinental Europe. We drove a Renault car 6,000 
miles through 14 countries. Started at Amsterdam 
and finished at Algeria, near Gibraltar. We also 
visited Tangier and Morocco.
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Mr Watts also mentioned that Mrs. Bessie Mar­
tin, wife of Fred M. Martin, is seriously ill. They 
are at their home in Bridgeport, Conn , and have 
sold their place in Sarasota, Fla., and their old 
home in Littleton, N. H.
1 9 0 3  Mr. Harvey D. Whitney
 698 Minot Ave , Auburn
Mrs. Carol Cobb Williams and Guy Bearce Fitz 
were married in August in Auburn They are re­
siding at 280 Turner Street in Auburn Mrs. Fitz 
has operated the Williams Nursing Home in Au­
burn for 31 years. Mr. Fitz is retired after em­
ployment with the Fitz Bros. Last Company, found­
ed by his uncle and father.
Henry H Haines of Skowhegan writes: Had a 
large garden and raised about two bushels of rasp­
berries. Had twice as many blackberries. Mrs. 
Haines and I have taken a great many auto trips 
and hope to take many more.”
1 9 0 5  Mr. Horace A. Hilton
 385 Union St., Bangor
Fred W. Talbot is at Box 265, Titusville, Florida, 
and writes “Was up in Pennsylvania this spring 
and early summer. Now have a grandson in the 
Air Force at Lackland, Texas. The other two are 
in High School at Erie, Penn. Haven’t seen or 
heard from any of the old crowd except as I have 
seen accounts in the Alumnus.”
Charles L. Foubert, 20 Circle Ave., Pontiac 
Heights, Indian Head, Maryland, tells us that he 
has been elected National Vice Commander of the 
Chemical Warfare Service Veterans Association, 
and he attended the celebration of the 40th. anni­
versary of C.W.S. held at Army Chemical Center, 
Edgewood, Md., on June 28, ’58. During W. W. I 
he served as First Lt. in the office of the Chief 
Liaison Office, C.W.S. in Paris, France.
Prentis E. French, P. O. Box 742, Zephyr Hills, 
Florida, spent a pleasant summer touring the 
North East; Calais, Maine through New Bruns­
wick, and from Nova Scotia to Halifax; thence to 
Yarmouth and Digby Returned to Yarmouth and 
took the ferry to Bar Harbor. Then to Skow­
hegan and North to Quebec, and from there to 
Montreal. Returned home from there via the 
White Mountains, completing the trip with visits 
to Boston and New York. This trip and construct­
ing a water supply for his flower garden, involv­
ing a seven hundred foot pipe line and a concrete 
dam, were the main items of a busy and most 
happy summer
Maybe some other of you lads are not too de­
crepit to go places and do things; tell me the news 
so I can relay it to the rest of tribe.
1906 Mr. Earle Richards
11 Parent St., South Berwick
There is an old saying we believe, that is ex­
pressed as, “NO NEWS is GOOD NEWS,” and if 
that be quoted correctly, we have lots and lots of 
“GOOD NEWS,” just because there isn’t any 
forthcoming this month. If you are curious about 
what other members are doing you must first write 
about your own activities to keep this column from 
extinction.
MERRY CHRISTMAS and a HAPPY NEW 
YEAR to all with the hope that some of you will 
get fountain pens in jour hands instead of in your 
stockings.
1 9 0 7  Mr. Karl MacDonald
 27 Nelson Ave, Wellsville, N. Y.
Porter L. Swift, 55 Hobart Rd , Newton Center 
55, Mass., partially retired on July 1. He will con­
tinue to devote some time to the affairs of his 
company. They spent the summer at his cottage 
at Pennesseewassee Lake near Norway and took a 
few side trips. Said the weather was not the best, 
but they enjoyed being at the lake in spite of it.
Moses W. Weld, 308 1/2 N. Jackson St., Mobile 
16, Ala., writes “Still here and able to get around 
for short distances with the aid of a cane. Still 
existing on vitamins and a sodium restricted diet 
You say you had bad weather this year Last year 
Mobile was the wettest city in the nation. Up to 
noon yesterday (Sept. 22) had 61 inches of rain.” 
T. B. Perry, R.F.D. Easton, was elected in Sep­
tember as a Representative to the Legislature repre­
senting the towns of Chapman, Easton, Mapleton, 
Wade, and Westfield. He was in hopes to see some 
of the football games last fall.
Hazel (Webb) Clemons spent the summer in 
Searsport with her sister. She was in the Waldo 
County Hospital, Belfast, a short time for a gall 
bladder operation and now says she is back to 
normal. She is teaching again this winter at the 
Clarke School, Northampton, Mass. Mail will 
reach her if addressed in care of the school.
Charles H. Martin, 165 E. 35th St., Apt. 6J, New 
York 16, N. Y., very briefly says “Still working 
underground on subway construction.”
Elmer W. Cummings, Deering St., S. Paris,
writes, “Glad to receive your card and the news. 
It has been a cold summer but a fairly good one 
for me. Being in business so long here, they are 
bound to keep coming for work. Altho lame, I 
have kept going Shall leave here around October 
24 for Ft Lauderdale, Fla., to be with my daugh­
ter.”
Horton W. Kierstead has now been out of the 
hospital for some time. At the time this was writ­
ten, his health was about the same as when he left 
the hospital. Many things which he used to do are 
now forbidden by his doctor and this kind of irks 
“Hank.” They are now living at 47 Violette Ave., 
Waterville Their two sons are located in Water- 
ville.
1 9 0 8  Mr. James A. Gannett
 166 Main St., Orono
Charles Johnson who retired as chief engineer of 
the Brown Company, Berlin, N. H., is now living 
at Wolfeboro, N. H.
George Fogg writes from Hulls Cove that, be­
cause of a heart condition, he was not able to 
leave for his winter job at Safety Harbor, Fla., on 
October 15 as he had expected to do.
Guy Durgin, travelling representative of the Pulp 
and Paper Foundation, completed a 3700 mile trip 
on October 4 on which he visited pulp and paper 
mills of the Northeast and Midwest which are mem­
bers of the Foundation. The trip which started on 
September 4 included calls on Maine alumni who 
are in the paper industry and prospective company 
members. Guy represented the University at the 
installation of Dr. Claude T. Bissell as President 
of the University of Toronto on October 24
Earle and Mary Vickery, Will and Bell Cobb, 
Guy Durgin, and Jim and Marian Gannett held a 
miniature class reunion at the Homecoming Lunch­
eon on Saturday, November 1.
Will and Bell (Harris) Cobb were in Savannah, 
Ga„ September 30 to October 3 for the convention 
of the American Association of Short Line Rail­
roads. Will represented the Belfast and Moose- 
head Railroad Co. of which he is president.
Greetings of the Season and Best Wishes for the 
New Year to the Class of 1908 from Class Head­
quarters at the University.
BY CLASSES
19 0 9  Fred D. Knight 9 Westmoreland Drive
W. Hartford 7, Conn.
For ten years, Merton Goodrich has been the 
weatherman in Keene, N. H He maintains his 
own observatory and reports daily to the U. S. 
Weather Station at Bradley Field near Hartford. 
This is a volunteer service and Merton gets much 
pleasure not only from helping Uncle Sam, but in 
keeping his neighbors informed on weather matters. 
The whole story is most interesting, but for lack 
of space, it cannot be told here.
Our class ivy at the University has been reported 
dead and gone Arrangements have been made 
with Prof. Clapp to replace it for our 50th Re­
union.
Henry and Helen Nash had a most enjoyable 
trip last summer around Cape Breton. They think 
several spots are worth a re-inspection
Elton Towle writes he has just received his 50- 
year Masonic pm from the Grand Lodge of Maine. 
Elton and Vira expect to be in Orono for our class 
50th Reunion.
Since 1916, S. Arthur Paul has been practicing 
law in Portland Due to personal reasons, he found 
it necessary to take his law degree at Northeastern 
University, but he returned to Maine for his mas­
ter’s degree in 1916 For many years, he has been 
associated with Tom Sanders ’06 and Frank Preti 
17. They have nice offices in the Masonic Temple. 
Arthur lives in Falmouth Foreside and has a 
family of four children—all married. A son-in-law 
is a professor of agricultural engineering at Maine. 
Another son-in-law and a son are graduates of 
Maine We salute you, Arthur!
Cecil Farrar whose retirement and some of his 
achievements were mentioned in an earlier issue, 
now informs us that his grandson, Edward Farrar, 
received his B.S. degree in mechanical engineering 
last June; also, his daughter, Lydia (Steward), re­
ceived her M.Ed. degree at Maine in August. 
Cecil’s score at the moment is three children and 
eight grandchildren.
Joe and Margaret Gerrity have recently returned 
from two months touring Europe
Cora (Shaw) Gunn has returned from nine 
weeks touring Europe. She visited ten countries 
including such divergent places as Capri on the 
South and Isle of Skye on the North. She will 
spend three months each in Seattle and California 
this winter. Permanent address, 1193 West Street, 
Pittsfield, Mass.
1 9 1 1  Mr. Avery c • Hammond 
 P.O. Box 200, 287 Ohio St., Bangor
Ernest Walker came up for Homecoming and 
Marty McHale came up to see his son play for 
M. C. I. against Maine Freshmen and stayed for 
Homecoming. Marty brought his charming wife 
(bride is his word) and we had a delightful chat 
Friday. He looks well and still cares for his body 
and mind carefully as always.
Ernest & I went to all the activities and saw 
Maine outplay Colby but score fewer points. The 
scoring system was wrong. Ernest and Mrs. Walker 
will be at 3037 Harbor Drive, Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida, this winter which, I understand, is on the 
other side from most of 1911 winter Florida resi­
dents. Ernest would like addresses of all classmates 
and to know when you get together so he can at­
tend. The following addresses are the latest I 
have, so please advise me of errors and omissions 
and I will see that you all get the latest (not the 
lightest) information. George D. Bearce, Hotel 
Sarasota, Sarasota, Fla ; Albert D. Conley, Box 28, 
Bradenton, Fla.; William P. Cushman, 730 Allen­
dale Rd., Key Biscane, Miami, Fla.; Raymond W. 
Davis, (please advise); Leo Gerrish, 1737 Gurtler 
Court, Orlando; William S. Gould, Jr., 1776 40th 
Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Fla.; Chauncey S. Robin­
son, 301 Richards Drive, Clearwater, Fla.; Nelson 
E. Smith, 1894 Loma Linda St., Sarasota, Fla.; 
George C. Leavitt, 2118 6th St., Palmetto, Fla.; 
Sidney M. Jones (please advise); Robert C. Mar­
shall, 1821 Farragut PI., Jacksonville, Fla.; Leslie 
J. Wertheim, Ormond Beach, Fla.; Benjamin B. 
Whitney (please advise); and Sidney H. Winchester, 
414 4th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Fla.
Hope you all have a wonderful time in Florida, 
but cannot be with you for if I win the Show Case 
on the Price Is Right Show, I will be on the cruise 
to Australia and New Zealand to see my old 
friends. If I should not win, I will be right here. 
Better use this address.
1 9 1 3  Mr. Clifton E. Chandler 
 113 Highland St., Portland
Just got a nice letter from Dick Huntington with 
a substantial check for the Class of 1913 Hauck 
Fund. Dick is now director of information for the 
American Hotel Association having resigned his 
position as editor of the World Review of Hotels 
and Travels, a post which he had held for the last 
33 years. His new address is Care of American 
Hotel Association, 221 West 57th St., New York 
19, N. Y.
Your Class President, J. Larcom Ober, met with 
several members of the Class Executive Committee 
which included “Slab” Savage, “Jay” Littlefield, 
and “Doc" Ames in the latter’s office in Bangor on 
October 25th for the purpose of taking up several 
matters of importance to the Class. After a 
thorough discussion they came up with the follow­
ing conclusions:
1. On the subject of Class History to be pre­
sented on our 50th Anniversary, it was decided 
that because of the great expense, tremendous 
amount of work involved, and the little value the 
history would present other than to the Class, that 
the Class should give up this idea
2. It was felt that emphasis should be placed on 
the Class of 1913 50-year Gift to the University 
and ask lor the members of the Class to give con­
sideration to the idea of sending in funds for the 
next five year period of amounts which each mem­
ber felt able or willing to make as a gift so that the 
Class may have a substantial sum to give to the 
University by 1963. Your Secretary was instructed 
to not only inform you of this idea by letter but 
also keep you posted as to the amounts collected. 
Instructions will be followed out. Note this year’s 
letter which will be mailed shortly.
3 From now on all contributions should be for 
the 50-year Fund and that the Class conclude any 
further gifts to the Class Hauck Fund. In other 
words if you wish to give to the Hauck Fund give 
direct and not through the Class.
1916 Mrs. Evelyn W. Harmon
 (Evelyn Winship)
Livermore Falls
There are so many things about which I would 
like to write and so little space in which to do 
that In the first place I was lucky enough to have 
a chance to go over to Homecoming and had a 
most wonderful time. I saw several classmates, 
although there were only a few of the Class of 
1916 represented. Among those whom I saw were 
“Tom” (Thomas G ) Mangan, Everett Mansfied 
and his wife, Lewis Kriger, and “Tom” (Thomas 
N ) Weeks. I had the great thrill of seeing our 
classmate, Lewis Kriger, receive the much coveted 
Back Bear Award I consider that a great honor 
for our Cass of 1916, as well as for Lewis.
I was much interested to read in my daily paper 
that our “Tom” Mangan had recently returned
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from Anchorage, Alaska, where he went with 
Governor Muskie and other Maine business men to 
present to Alaska a truck load of gifts, ail made in 
Maine. “Tom” said that Alaska is a beautiful 
country, but he didn’t like the cold.
I received fine letters recently from Helen P. 
Taylor of Danvers, Mass., and Frances (Dugan) 
Carleton of Wollaston, Mass. Frances is a sports 
enthusiast, and of course, just now it is football 
which has her attention. Helen is with her father 
and mother, and writes that at present much of her 
time is taken up with taking care of her father 
who is ninety-one years old.
I would like to wish every classmate a Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year, and express the 
wish that I may receive Christmas cards with notes 
from all of you.
1918 Dean Weston S. Evans 
 8 Kell Street, Orono
At a meeting of the Graduate M Club on Oc­
tober 31 (Homecoming), Carl Brugge was elected 
president. After his long vacation last year, Carl 
is looking hale and hearty.
A note from Neal and Gladys (Reed) Merrill 
says that they are leaving for Cuba for three 
months, she for pleasure and he on business. We 
all wish them well.
Feme Ross and Stanley Weymouth of Augusta 
were married last summer. They now reside at 4 
Brooklawn Avenue, Augusta.
George Bailey, after spending many years as a 
construction engineer, is now retired and lives at 
1133 Westhampton Road, Northampton, Mass. He 
has a married daughter and a son who is now a 
senior at Columbia University.
1 9 1 9  M i s s .  
F .  L o u i s e  P r a t t 37 So. Mam St., Hanover, N. H.
Samuel W. Collins still has his lumber business 
which is now run by his son Don ’49. As a trustee 
Sam is often on Campus and looks forward to 
meeting old friends.
Raymond Cook brings us up to date on his ac­
tivities since he returned from Service and received 
his degree in ’20. For three years he was submaster 
of Waterville High School. From there he was 
graduated from Boston University Law School and 
practiced law in Boston until the outbreak of 
World War II. He then entered the legal staff of 
Price Control. From there he became Chief Price 
Attorney for the 55 southernmost Ohio Counties 
with an office in Cincinnati. In ’46 he was ap­
pointed chief of the G I. Life Insurance for Ohio, 
Michigan, and Kentucky. In ’52 he was transferred 
to the Philadelphia Office and was retired in June 
’57. Ray has two daughters, one of whom Rosa­
mond ’52 married Bob Becker ’49. Since Ray gets 
back every summer and visits the Campus frequent­
ly we shall look forward to seeing him next June.
We are pleased to note that Ralph W. Wilkins 
has been releected a director of the Fiber Box As­
sociation.
How about checking through your desk for that 
letter I sent you last March, add your bit and 
send it along to me. It will take but a few minutes 
and we should like to hear from you.
MERRY CHRISTMAS—HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
See you at our 40th in June.
1920  Miss M. Eleanor Jackson 
 202 Samuel Appleton Building 
110 Milk St., Boston 9, Mass.
Doris (Littlefield) Marden was honored at the 
National Convention of Pi Beta Phi held at the 
New Ocean House in Swampscott, Mass., June 22- 
27. Doris was a member of Beta Phi which became 
national after Dons left the Campus. The local 
papers gave write-ups about Doris having been 
selected by Pi Phi to be one of two model initiates 
at the Convention. Had hoped Dons would tell 
us about this, but she is evidently modest, but 
you’ll all be glad of this honor which has come to 
Dons and want to read this barren outline. Her 
husband is Allen H. '20.
In the Portland Sunday Telegram of August 24, 
there is a picture of Minerva (French) Anderson 
with the title “Education Begins at Home, Rum- 
ford Teacher Declares.” The picture shows Miner­
va, with crutches, leaning over flowers in her 
garden. Minerva’s advice as quoted, “If more 
parents would insist their children keep better hours 
during the school week and see that they study at 
least one assignment each night, the teachers could 
do more for them, and they would be better pre­
pared when they graduate.” She suffers mild ap­
prehension about the first week of school—hopes 
to make subjects come alive for her pupils. She 
has taught physics, algebra, English, general sci­
ence, and served as school librarian. No going 
stale on the job when your subjects are so varied. 
The article ends: “Today’s pupils must one day 
solve the problems facing their country in a mixed 
up world. Mrs. Anderson believes, and adds, it is
too big a job for schools alone. Mrs. Anderson 
says, “It will take close cooperation among the 
home, the school, and the church.”
1 9 2 1  Mrs. Charles McDonald 
 (Dorothy Smith)
R.F D. 2, Carmel
Joseph B. Chaplin, principal of Bangor High 
School, was recipient of an honorary degree at 
Bowdoin’s Commencement last spring.
Erling Heistad’s new address is 7 Highland Ave., 
Lebanon, N. H.
Ed and Helen (Reed) Bowley are now living in 
Milo.
1 9 2 2  Mrs. Albert E. Libby (Minnie Norell)
Mallett Hall, F.S.T C., Farmington
Greetings and merriest Christmas wishes to you 
all!
I have news of two classmates fortunate enough 
to be living near Farmington which is certainly one 
of Maine’s most beautifully scenic areas. Lauriston 
Noyes is a poultry farmer in East Wilton and a 
member of Pamona Grange. He recommends 
their public bean suppers on a Saturday night. His 
son and daughter both graduated from Maine, Le­
roy now with General Electric in Lynn, Mass , and 
Helen, married to Dr. Taylor in Dover-Foxcroft.
Norman G. Sturtevant of Livermore Falls has 
moved from 56 Depot Street to 2 Hillcrest Road. 
He is treasurer of the Livermore Falls Trust Com­
pany. One of his sons also works there. The other 
son is Dr. Vaughn Sturtevant of Waterville. Their 
two daughters are married and living nearby. 
Three of the children are Maine graduates. His 
hobby of boat building affords him pleasure in his 
workshop and at his camp he can enjoy the fruits 
of his labor on the lake in beautiful Weld, near 
Mt. Blue.
It is always such a pleasure, mixed with grati­
tude, to receive a letter from Spurgeon English, 
M. D. Last June he and his wife took their two 
youngest children, Cal and Cherie, to Honolulu by 
plane. It was business combined with pleasure in 
that ideal vacation spot as he “was invited to par­
ticipate in a conference on Religion and Psychia­
try.” On the island of Maui he lunched with Mr. 
and Mrs. Pete Burns ’21 who have lived in Hawaii 
several years On their return they spent time in 
California and “recommend Disneyland to every­
one from 8 to 80.” “Shortly after our r eturn from 
Hawaii, Ellen and I left for South America. We 
spent a week in Rio de Janeiro, a lovely city, 
where I participated in a medical congress. We 
then went to Sao Paulo for two days, Buenos Aires 
for two days, Santiago for two days, and Bogota 
and Colombia for two days. Every North American 
who can possibly do so should see South Ameri­
ca.” Their son Wesley was seeing Mexico at this 
time. “Doc” sends his best to everyone.
1923 Mrs. Norman R. Torrey 
 (Toni Gould)
9 Poplar St., Bangor
Athough Fred “Monte” Wren has retired from 
government service and is living “Down East” at 
Perry, with his wife and daughter, he is still a 
valued consultant in Immigration Law and a recog­
nized authority on the provisions of the McCarran- 
Walter Immigration Act. He has written articles 
for the Foreign Service Journal as well as other 
publications. His 32 years with Uncle Sam were 
climaxed by a 4 year tour of duty as U. S. Consul 
in Zurich, Switzerland, after a long stay in a simi­
lar capacity in Montreal. He was also technical 
advisor to the consular service on the revisions in 
immigration laws and had special assignments in 
Washington to write a manual for visa offices all 
over the world. Busy as Fred has always been with 
his important duties, he found time to excell in an 
avocation of chess. Now through this medium he 
retains international relationships by being editor 
of Chess Life, the publication of the U. S Chess 
Federation Some 4,000 bi-weekly copies go to 
members and over 800 to non-members, including 
chess enthusiasts behind the Iron Curtain and near­
ly all foreign countries. The Wrens’ son, William, 
is following in his father’s footsteps, being in the 
U. S. diplomatic service in Taipeh, Formosa. No 
wonder the Town of Perry is proud of our dis­
tinguished classmate. So are we!
Up in Orono, the Theodore (Ted) Curtises re­
cently announced the engagement of their daugh­
ter, Marian, who is a registered occupational thera­
pist at the Vet Hospital at Togus, to William E. 
MacDonald who is a planning associate with the 
State Dept, of Economic Development at Augusta.
It has been my good fortune to encounter 
Robert Matthews fairly frequently through the 
years. He’s still the same genial person you re­
member and as proud as punch of his four grand­
sons. Bob is an insurance adjuster with the Ameri­
can Mutual Liability Insurance Company and he 
and his wife live at 17 Grove St., Brewer.
And now dear classmates, may good friends, 
loving families, and pleasant memories bring Christ­
mas cheer and Peace to each and every one of you!
1 9 2 4  Mrs. Clarence C. Little 
 (Beatrice Johnson)
Little Haven, R.F.D. 1, Ellsworth 
Dear Classmates:
Louise (Messer) Mayo lives at 34 Park Street, 
Bath, and has a son Arthur F. Mayo 3rd who grad­
uated in ’58 from the University of Maine.
John George Leslie Caulfield has been named 
director of the research program for the Eastern 
Corporation of Brewer.
Harold L. Durgin has been appointed chairman 
of the Medical and Dental Division of the joint 
Community Chest and Red Cross Campaign in 
Rutland, Vermont. Harold is executive vice presi­
dent and chief engineer of the Central Vermont 
Service Corporation. He does a great deal of 
valuable extracurricular work in his community, 
where he is greatly respected and admired.
Once again heartfelt wishes for a jolly Christmas 
and a serene “H-Boinb-less” New Year to you all.
1 9 2 5  Mrs. Merrill Henderson 
 (Anne Thurston)
Quechee, Vermont
Happy holidays to everyone of you. I do hope 
you will remember me with a bit of news, especial­
ly those who forgot to answer my letters.
I’m just back from Homecoming; my first since 
graduation, thanks to no cows. Saw quite a few 
from our class with whom I had a nice chat, others 
only at a distance.
To-day is election day and although it isn’t for 
President, we have two new ones in our class. 
Bob Haskell has just become President of Bangor 
Hydro Electric and resigned from his election to 
the State Senate. Norris Clements is President of 
the Poultry group that sponsors Maine Broiler Day.
A picture from the alumni office with caption 
“Housewives Holiday” shows Brownie (Brown) 
Schrumpf and Louise (Quincy) Lord at Eastern 
States Exposition preparing 36,000 spuds for a 
day’s serving, more than most of us prepare in a 
l ife time.
If any of you take the Farm Journal, the No­
vember issue has a page about Maine Chicken Pie 
by Brownie.
Donald and Bessie (Muzzy ’27) Hastings live at 
95 Haverstraw Road, Suffern, N. Y., only a mile 
off the thruway on Route 202. I went right past 
there in the spring and didn’t know it. Don is 
senior engineer in aircraft instrumentation develop­
ment with Bendix Aviation. Son David is a sopho­
more at Rochester Institute of Technology studying 
Photographic Journalism. Gardening is Don’s hob­
by.
With educators across the country placing more 
emphasis on larger high schools, Leroy Dawson, 
principal of the high school in Barre, Mass., speaks 
for the smaller schools. He says “Personal guid­
ance is one of the most important factors. You 
know the family, the home life and you have a 
personal contact with the pupils, which tends to 
give a better insight into the ability of the indi­
vidual student.” He has been in Barre since 1926. 
Through his guidance the athletic teams have won 
enviable records during the past few years. Much 
of their equipment is purchased through magazine 
sales. The school is now national champion of 
the magazine drive. One year they sold over $5000 
worth.
Rudy Vallee recently appeared at the Bradford 
Hotel Root, Boston lor two weeks. His one man 
show combines comedy with music. There’s plenty 
of nostalgia, but his act is as modern as tomorrow. 
He also appeared daily at Shoppers’ World, Fram­
ingham. Although looking ahead to retirement he 
hopes to continue making “your time his time” for 
many years.
1 9 2 6  Mrs. Trygve Heistad
 (Shirley Roberts)
11 Third Avenue, Augusta 
Had a nice newsy note from “Peg” (Fraser) 
Feeney. She is a very busy woman. She is secre­
tary of the Women’s Civic League of Old Orchard 
Beach. Also she is secretary of St. Margarets So­
dality, a member of the Thursday Club in Bidde- 
ford, the York County Branch of the A.A.U.W., 
member of the K. of C Auxiliary, American 
Legion Auxiliary, and the A.M. V. E. T. Auxiliary. 
She also does substitute teaching in Biddeford, 
Saco, and Old Orchard Beach. She is married to 
Elton “Bill” Feeney who is town manager for Old 
Orchard Beach.
Charles O. Myatt and family, which consists of 
Margaret (Libbey ’24) Myatt, and son Paul Barry, 
make their home at 823 Locust Street, Roselle, 
N. J. “Chuck” is Lt. Col. in the Air Force Re-
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serves. He was awarded the Legion of Merit by 
Gen. MacArthur. “Chuck” is manager of Techni­
cal Service Arizona Chemical Company of Linden, 
N. J. Son Paul attends the Virginia Military Insti­
tute in the class of ’62.
Irene (Lerette) Whitcomb with her husband, 
Arthur, and daughter, Anne, live at 79 Central 
Avenue, Manasquam, N. J. Mr. Whitcomb is 
principal of Point Pleasant Beach High School. 
Irene keeps busy as the mother of a school aged
daughter and as a housewife.
Clyde P. Jones and wife, Katie, live in the town 
of Farmington, Maine. They have three sons, Rob­
ert, Richard, and Phillip, and a daughter, Patricia. 
They also have 10 grandchildren—Congratulations. 
Clyde is instructor of mathematics at Farmington 
State Teachers College.
Thank you all for your cards. Keep them com­
ing!
1 9 2 7  Mrs.  E dgar B°gan (Sally Palmer)
32 Myrtle St., Orono.
Hello again, you no good letterwriters.
One of the most interesting occupations among 
the members of 1927 is that of Lucy (Farrington) 
Shelve. Every Tuesday morning she visits the 
leading markets in Portland to determine the best 
buys in produce, fish, meats, and other food items. 
She consults the managers of various departments 
to learn of “specials” and other buys that are 
reasonable and of good quality. Later in the week 
she calls the wholesalers to find what if any changes 
there are in the market. She then offers the ma­
terial to the public through newspaper columns, 
radio, and TV appearances. Occasionally she ad­
dresses various women’s groups to offer them good 
food tips. Lucy’s title is Consumer Marketing 
Agent and she works with the Extension Service
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although her job is partly a federal subsidy. She 
works in four counties—Cumberland, York, An­
droscoggin, and Sagadahoc. Recently she has insti­
tuted a telephone recording service. Dial her 
number and get the best buys of the day. If ad­
ditional information is desired, the request will be 
tape recorded and at the end of the day the tapes 
are removed and she sends out the information 
wanted. She still found time to get to Homecom­
ing. , .
Neil Bishop is now teaching science and chemis­
try at Cony High School in Augusta. I understand 
he is moving to Augusta from Stockton Springs. 
Good luck, Neil. I think you put on a whale of 
a campaign in the fall.
Daphne (Winslow) Merrill has been elected to 
office in the National Federation of Business and 
Professional Women’s Clubs. She is thought to be 
the first Maine woman to be elected to that office.
Among the guests at the recent inauguration of 
Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott as President of the University 
of Maine were Edward M. Engel, representing 
Lowell Technological Institute and H. Russell Beatty 
of Wentworth Institute.
The Class of 1927 is most happy to welcome 
Dr. Elliott to our campus. We hope we can add 
to his pleasure and satisfaction in having selected 
Maine for his home.
1 9 2 8  Mrs. William Ledger 
 (Emma Thompson)
75 Woodmont St , Portland 4
Francis G Fitzpatrick lives at 31 Somerset St , 
Bangor. Fitzy is still with the Federal Housing 
Administration as property manager for the State 
of Maine
Wm. Frank Shea lives at 55 So. Brunswick St., 
Old Town. He is a grandfather twice and everyone 
was glad to see him at the Reunion.
Granville C Chase came way from 609 Acker­
man Ave , HO-HO-Kus, N. J., to attend our 
thirtieth He has 6 grandchildren (twin grandsons 
older than a daughter).
Matthew Williams is still practicing law in 
Dover-Foxcroft Their daughter has graduated 
from U. of M and son is a sophomore there now. 
Mat says he is Hale—Hearty—Happy—but not 
well-Healed. Sounds wonderful; many who are the 
latter would like to be even one of the first three.
Enjoy the ‘‘Holiday Season”—I know all those 
with grandchildren will. And then start the New 
Year right with a newsy letter to me about your­
self and other ’28ers.
1 9 2 9  Miss Barbara Johnson 
 32 Orland St., Portland
I’m sending out a few questionnaires each month 
so that we can all get reacquainted before Reunion. 
When you receive one, won’t you sit right down 
and answer it before you forget about it In fact, 
don’t wait for the questionnaire I wish you would 
send me all kinds of information about your­
selves, your families and your jobs
The Albert Harmons have recently bought a big 
old house at 684 East Bridge St , Westbrook, and 
are busy, but having a lot of fun, remodelling it. 
A1 is, as you know, in the insurance business. He 
travels throughout the state. He has two sons, 
Peter, a student in Rutland, Vermont High School 
and Robert, 4, who has just entered nursery school 
A1 is a ham radio operator and would like to hear 
from any of you ’29ers. His call number is
W1BBB.
A1 told me that the George Mahoneys are also 
remodelling their home in Readfield. George is 
state insurance commissioner
The Roderick O’Connors are living at 61 Campus 
Ave., Lewiston Roderick, who is employed by 
the State Department of Economic Development, 
has recently received a promotion. His office is in 
the State House, Augusta. Their son, Brian, a Merit 
Scholarship winner, is a student at M.I T. Their 
daughter, Helen, is a sophomore at Lewiston High 
School Mrs O’Connor is a librarian at Bates 
College
Hazel (Sparrow) Russell is living in Lewiston 
where her husband, J. Weldon Russell, is Superin­
tendent of Schools.
Hollis W Garey recently received his 25-year 
pin from Sears Roebuck Co., where he is head of 
the TV and Radio Department in the Portland 
store. He and his wife reside at 229 Cottage Rd., 
South Portland. They are looking forward to our 
Thirtieth with more than usual interest because 
their daughter, Marietta, will be graduated in June 
from the University. She is a Phi Mu there.
Kenneth ’25 and Freida (Weaver) Prouty are 
active in Portland club and church groups. Ken 
is a past deacon of the Woodfords Congregational 
Church and Freida is an active worker in the 
various women’s church organizations. She is also 
a director of the Portland College Club.
M Josephine Hartwell, who was formerly con­
nected with an Old Town newspaper, is now teach­
ing in Old Town High School.
1 9 3 0  Mrs. Ernest J. Pero(Jeanette Roney)
11 West End Ave., Westboro, Mass.
Again it is time to send in my column, and news 
is a little more plentiful than last month thanks 
to a nice long letter from Eleanor (Clark) Gesner. 
It had been years since I had heard from her and 
such fun to catch up on her family. She is the busy 
wife of a Unitarian minister in Plainfield, N. J., 
and spends her summer vacations in Orleans on 
Cape Cod. She has a married son who attends 
Yale School of Design and Architecture. A young­
er son, Clark, is a junior at Princeton and busy 
rehearsing for the Princeton Triangle Show. It was 
good to hear from her. If only one of you would 
send me a line now and then.
Who says our class doesn’t make news9 Along 
with a letter from Eleanor, came an announcement 
of the marriage of Mrs. Margaret Jonah Savage and 
Franklin (Prexy) Pearce in Malden, Mass., on Sept. 
27 Mrs Pearce is a graduate of Nasson College and 
is a statistician at Transitron. Prexy is a member 
of the Malden Housing Authority and is in the 
real estate and insurance business. They will re­
side at 104 Autumn Street. Our congratulations to 
the newlyweds
We had a most enjoyable Alumni meeting of 
the Central Mass, group at the Old Mill in West­
minster recently. Margaret Mollison, our Assistant 
Alumni Secretary, was with us, and it was truly 
wonderful to get together. I wish some of you 
folks could have joined us in hearing how the 
campus had changed since our day. ’25, ’26, and 
’32 were represented so there were several from 
around our time.
1 9 3 1  Mrs. Sam Sezak
 (Ethel Thomas)
4 Gilbert St., Orono
Don Henderson has been named civil defense 
director for the Southern New England Telephone 
Company according to an announcement which 
came out this summer. Don has had a distinguished 
career with his company. In his new capacity he 
will be responsible for all emergency preparations 
for the telephone company, and will coordinate 
these plans with local and state civil defense au­
thorities. Before joining the Southern New England 
Telephone Company, Don was associated with the 
New York Telephone Company, the Central Maine 
Power Company, and the Bath Iron Works Corpo­
ration. He started with his present company as an 
engineers’ assistant in Hartford and was advanced 
to an engineer in 1942. From 1943 until 1945 he 
worked on a special project at the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories in New Jersey and later served as 
supervising engineer in Hartford and New Britain. 
In 1955, he was named district plant engineer in 
Waterbury, and a year later was appointed division 
construction superintendent.
Horace Flynn has returned from tour of duty 
in Germany and is now located in Inglewood, Calif. 
Charlotte, who at present is living in Albany with 
the two younger children, Judith, 12, and Neil, 10, 
plans to join him next July. Horace is an assistant 
junior engineer for Heylies’ Aircraft Corporation. 
Charlotte plans to finish her work for a master’s 
degree at U.C.L.A. The Flynns’ daughter Martha, 
Mrs H. Joseph Rhodes, now lives in Virginia and 
their eldest son, Carl, is a senior at University of 
Maine. They are very proud grandparents of 
Robert Rhodes, age three months, and Diane 
Flynn, 2
Freshman daughters of ’31ers are Virginia Cush­
man and Phyllis Stewart. Virginia is the daughter 
of Parker and Beatrice (Carter) Cushman, and 
Phyllis is the daughter of John and Mable (Lan­
caster) Stewart.
1 9 3 2  Miss Angela Miniutti 
 55 Ashmont S t, Portland
Dr. Donis A. Scott has been appointed assistant 
dean of the Purdue University Extension Division 
Holding the rank of full professor, he will be re­
sponsible for off-campus centers especially as re­
lated to fore-casting program needs and enrollment, 
projecting space and facility requirements, and 
coordinating personnel procurement supplies and 
equipment. He will also act as the dean’s deputy 
in specific operational matters. Dr Scott earned 
his master’s degree and doctorate at the University 
of Iowa where he majored in education and psy­
chology. He has worked in the field of education 
since 1935. During World War II, he directed the 
Naval Training School for electrician mates at 
Purdue, and since 1945 he has been on the staff of 
the extension division as conference supervisor 
and head of the academic department. His wife is 
the former Helen Wright of Bangor and they have 
two sons, Richard and Ronald.
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Major Mildred (Smith) Gagnon who was trans­
ferred from Fort Williams, Me. to Fort Devens, 
Mass., on March 17, 1958, has for her address: 
Hq. XIII USAC(R), Ft. Devens, Mass. She lists 
her occupation as personnel officer.
Recent news is still scarce, so I’ve dipped into 
my box of items left by those who registered at 
our wonderful 25th anniversary in June 1957. Re­
member when you read these items, they will be a 
year and a half old.
Louise (Miller) Upham, 37 Sassamon St., Canton, 
Mass., is a teacher of cooking and cake decorating 
for Evening Practical Arts in Canton and super­
visor for EPA in the public schools in Quincy, 
Mass.
Paul Butler, our class prexy, lives at 17 Young 
St., Bangor, and is employed by the Bangor Water 
District. Paul, I certainly do miss that Bangor 
water; it’s in a class by itself.
Paul Taplin of 18 Queen St , Barre, Vt., with 
his wife Hilda, visited six countries in Europe in 
the spring. Paul reports that their hobby is square 
dancing.
Herb Trask lives at 32 Ridgebrook Dr., West 
Hartford, Conn., with his wife and three children, 
ages five to sixteen years. Herb is Secretary, Life 
Department, Travelers Ins. Co.
Philip M. Williams whose address is RFD 1, 
Oakland, is married and works in the engineering 
department of the Keyes Fibre Co. in Waterville. 
The Williams have four children: a son, 15, and 
three girls, 14, 7, and 3.
Ray Wendell of 471 Schoolhouse Lane, Devon, 
Pa., with the help of his wife, captured two prizes 
at our Reunion Dinner for (1) having the most 
children and (2) for having the youngest child, who 
was then only 3 weeks old. Has there been any 
change in the statistics, Ray?
Willard M. Gilmore and spouse, Marion (Avery 
’31), live at 128 Silver St., Waterville. On the 
“Here’s news from me” section of his registration 
form is entered one very impressive word: “Hap­
py.” “Gil” did report on a classmate not present 
at Reunion. John H. Rand is with Martin Aircraft 
in Baltimore and was just transferred to Orlando, 
Fla.
“Becky” (Spencer) Files of Boulder, Colo., could 
not be present, but someone reported that she has 
her own studio where she does portraits in water 
color. She has two children. Freddie is a freshman 
at the U. of Colorado and Diana is a sophomore in 
high school.
Just space enough left to wish you all a most 
joyous and happy Christmas, and to hope that the 
jolly, red-faced, bewhiskered old gentleman leaves 
a lot of goodies at your house this year. 1
1933 Mrs. Robert Pendleton 
 (Betty Barrows)
Island Falls, Maine
How nice it would be if class secretaries could 
use Perry Como’s theme song “We Get Letters” !
The alumni office sent me a feature article from 
the Sunday Standard Times, New Bedford, Mass. 
Wish I had space to give a synopsis of the article, 
but will quote what is written under the picture 
of Herbert Follett and his family. “Family Facing 
A New Life”—“Once a Fall River textile executive, 
the Rev. Herbert G. Follett has abandoned the 
world of business for the Episcopal ministry and 
is now vicar of Trinity Episcopal Church in North 
Scituate, R. I.” The Folletts have three children, 
Rosalind, Richard, and Nancy.
When Bob and I were on campus for Parents 
Day which was October 25, we saw; Betty (Tryon) 
Libby, Libs (Hilliker) LaFrance, Edna (Grange) 
Blood, Helen (Hilton) Bailey and Caroline (Averill) 
Rogers. We had hoped that we might see all the 
”33ers who were there.
The following Saturday found us back on cam­
pus for Homecoming. At the Union Building in 
the morning, we had a nice chat with Hal Hall. It 
has been years since we have seen him so there 
was a lot of catching up to do. Hal can be found 
at 226 Summer St., Auburn. At the game we ex­
changed greetings with John Doyle and his wife. 
I caught a glimpse of Eleanor (West) Yerxa but 
that is all.
We saw Ray (Slugger) Jackson and his wife 
Bertha at the Phi Mu Delta House. Their daugh­
ter Judie was with them. The other two young 
Jacksons are: Larry and Natalie. Ray missed out 
on Reunion because he had to leave for reserve 
duty at the same time.
Roger Lincoln acted as moderator at the fall 
meeting of the Aroostook Association of Con­
gregational Churches. I was present at this meet­
ing, but had to leave early so had no time to get 
up to the minute news of Roger and his family
Since these notes are for the December issue, 
Bob joins me in wishing you all a very merry 
Xmas and a Happy New Year.
1 9 3 4  Miss Claire S. Sanders 
 123 1/2 Main St., Orono
Lloyd Burr was elected chairman of the Maine 
Section of the American Institute of Electrical En­
gineers at the annual meeting of the association at 
Sebasco Estates.
Milton Attridge, who graduated from the Uni­
versity in forestry, is now chief forester for the 
Monadnock region in New Hampshire.
E. Merle Hildreth has been appointed Scout 
Executive in the Boston Council, which is the 
largest Scout Council in New England. Merle came 
to Boston from the Mohegan Council in Worcester, 
Mass., where he had served since 1949. He started 
in professional scout work in Bangor in 1936, later 
moving to Tornngton, Conn , and Worcester. He 
is recognized nationally as an authority on coun­
cil finance and finance administration. Merle has 
also been active in other civic and fraternal organi­
zations, and has served as president of the Central 
Massachusetts Maine Alumni Association. And he 
has served as chairman of the Hauck Building Fund 
Drive for that section of Massachusetts.
Lewis M Hardison has been elected president 
of the Empire State Potato Cooperative. The 
cooperative was organized last year to obtain better 
promotion of potato sales and to coordinate the 
New York State potato industry.
The Black Bears of 1933 were honored at the 
Homecoming Luncheon this year. Among those 
back for this event was Don Favor of our class. 
Phil Parsons, our class president,' also played on 
that team, but California was too far away for 
him to return.
1 9 3 5  Mrs. Thomas S. McGuire 
 (Agnes Crowley)
21 Widgeon Way, Greenwich, Conn.
Congratulations to Max Rappaport, C.L.U. (Char­
tered Life Underwriter) In September, the desig­
nation was conferred on Max by the American 
College of Life Underwriters at Dallas, Texas. 
Pauline and Max live at 175 Nowell Road, in 
Bangor. Their two daughters are Elinor, 19, and 
Esa-Jane, 12 Elinor is a senior at Lasell Junior 
College and plans to enter Portia Law School in 
the fall. Besides being district manager of Equita­
ble Life of Bangor, Max is vice president of the 
Sales Executive Club of Bangor and a director of 
the Eastern Maine Life Underwriters Association.
Curtis Plummer and Helen live at 4521 Clark 
Place, N. W., Washington, D. C. Curtis is ad­
ministrative engineer for Federal Communications 
Commission—Chief of Safety and Special Radio 
Bureau. Curtis travels throughout the United 
States, Europe, and Mexico. He didn’t mention 
whether or not Helen went along. However, they 
have a son, 10, Lee Curtis Plummer, and a daugh­
ter, 5, Andrea Lynn Plummer. Helen is a Univer­
sity of Syracuse graduate and finds some time for 
library work. Curtis and his family spend about a 
month each summer at their cottage at Loon Pond, 
Acton, Maine.
You all will join me in sending our most sincere 
sympathy to the family of Frank Pride. Frank 
died very suddenly in August of this year. His 
mother wrote and said his death was sudden. See 
Necrology Section for November for further details.
Shirley Griffin attended Fitchburg Teachers Col­
lege this summer and did work in psychology and 
audio-visual aids. Shirley is teaching in Ayer High 
School.
Had such a nice note from Elmer Randall that I 
shall have to share it in part with you. Elmer is 
an Electrical Engineer with du Pont.
“So nice to hear from you. For the first few 
years out of Maine I travelled around the country 
on construction work with Stone and Webster. In 
1938 my name was placed on the du Pont payroll 
in Baton Rouge, La. In 1939 I came to the Ex­
periment Station in Wilmington where there are 
currently some 3000 people employed in research 
activity. I am responsible for all electrical work 
connected with the research efforts. Du Pont main­
tains a college campus atmosphere at the Station— 
which is located in the residential section west of 
Wilmington. In August 1940 Ruth L Staples of 
Belfast became Mrs. Randall and has since moth­
ered Louise who is a strapping husky Junior at 
Brandywine High School (5'8" and 150 lbs) and 
Peter (Elmer, III—6' 1" and 170 lbs) and wears a 
size 14 shoe. He is in 8th grade at Springer Junior 
High School. Life goes along pretty much on a 
schedule. We enjoy our neighborhood activities, 
local private pool, Girl Scout and Boy Scout ac- 
tivities, church life, etc. Was an organizer of the 
Delaware Bay Section of the American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers and a past section chairman. 
It is but an afternoon and evening ride to our 
respective homes in Maine. Spent a few days in 
Westbrook, Maine, in mid-October.”
Just doesn’t seem right to be sending you all
Christmas greetings as I write this on November 
first, but the Alumni Office has reminded me that 
I shall not chat with you until another year turns 
on the calendar. Do have a wonderful Christmas, 
and I hope that 1959 will be better than all the 
others!
1 9 3 6  Mrs. Edwin P. Webster
1 9 3 6  (Phylis Hamilton)
258 Norway Rd., Bangor 
Where were all the ’36ers at the Homecoming 
game? I spent half of the time looking around the 
stands, trying to find familiar faces, and saw only 
a very few. Bud and Josie (Naylor) Woods, Porter 
and Solveig (Heistad ’38) Hennings, Virginia (Pal­
mer) Parsons, and Dana Sidelinger. I missed 
John Sealey and Winifred (Coburn) Anderson, but 
saw their spouses, Libby, and Henry.
The members of the 1933 Football Team were 
honored guests and our claim to fame were Dana 
Sidelinger and Clyde Higgins.
Eddie and I attended the game with Alvin (Buz) 
Heald and his wife, Roselle, who are living in 
Hampden. Buz is with the Corps of Engineers and 
is resident engineer at Dow Air Force Base. The 
Healds have four sons, Tommy, 16; Donny, 12; 
Robby, 10; and Timmy, 6.
After the game, the Sidelingers came down to 
Healds for a while, and we had fun talking over 
old times. Dana’s wife is the former Eleanor Black, 
sister of Ken, Ernie, and Ruby, all of whom were 
at Maine with us. They have three daughters and 
a grandson. Diane teaches at M.C.I., Anne is the 
married daughter, and Donna, aged 12, is still at 
home. Dana is with N. E. Tel. and Tel. and is 
business office manager in Cambridge, Mass.
Dick Lunt and his family visited the Sidelingers 
this summer. Dick is a department manager for 
du Pont Co., has two children, Edith and Richard, 
and lives at 703 River Road, Riverside Gardens, 
Wilmington, Del.
Did you notice the sons and daughters of ’36ers 
in the Freshman class at Maine this year? Among 
them are: James C. Wakefield, James and Alice 
(Campbell), Virginia Burke, Roger and Bea (Cum­
mings ’34); Jeremy H. Spear, Jr., Jeremy and Edith 
(Deane ’33); Walter White, Edward T.; and Fred­
erick N. Sprague, Frederick N.
I am most grateful to Junius Birchard for answer­
ing my plea for news with a very nice letter. 
He and Bea (Jones ’37) have two boys, aged 13 
and 8, and live at 207 East Valley View St., 
Hackettstown, N. J. Junius says that after 20 
years of being in business, steel export at first, 
then selling industrial materials on the road, he is 
now teaching American History and European 
History in a new regional high school near Hack­
ettstown. Bea is teaching home economics in high 
school.
Wishing you all a very Merry Christmas and 
the best of everything for the New Year.
1 9 3 7  Mr. Edwin H. Bates 
 8 College Heights, Orono
An interesting note from Helen (Titcomb) Brar- 
mann reports that Ed is president of the Certified 
Tree Experts of New Jersey, and vice president of 
the New Jersey Federation of Shade Tree Com­
mission. An all-purpose tree truck designed by Ed
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has captured national and international attention. 
Helen reports that the activities related to son John 
and daughter Gail include scouts, PTA, and ath­
letic events—a familiar theme for parents.
The August 18 issue of the Kennebec Journal 
carried a most interesting article on Don Piper’s 
experiences when in Vietnam for two years with 
the International Cooperation Administration. We
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John Skillin ’52
noted his recent return to Monmouth in our Octo­
ber column.
Dick Braley, principal of Erskine Academy, at­
tended a state meeting of school administrators at 
Hallowell in October.
Barb (Lancaster) Raymond was up for the Alum­
ni Council meeting accompanied by Gordon and 
the boys for the big Homecoming week-end.
Guess you’ll all think the Hoyts, Elliotts, and 
Bateses have monthly meetings here—for we were 
all present at Parents’ Day as guests of the Univer­
sity and our respective freshman daughters Janice, 
Jean, and Jane. We had seen each other previously 
when the girls moved into Chadbourne in September.
This is the time for holiday wishes—hope they 
are all nice days for you and yours. And speaking 
of wishes, I wish you’d send in some news—on an 
Xmas card will do. Resolve to do it then or early 
in ’59. Thanks.
1 9 3 8  Mr. Robert L. Fuller 
 47 Andrews Ave.,
Falmouth Foreside, Me.
Definitely not much of a column—no news— 
can’t someone at least tell me to go to blazes! 
(You know Bob! This was edited!)
Have seen a few ’38ers—mainly Schoppe, Hag- 
gett, and Sherry. Also talked to a few, Gowell 
and Veague. Gowell’s getting too old and serious 
to attend our frivolous frolic at the Bowdoin game, 
but hope to see some of the “happy” gang and 
have more of a report next time.
Did see Sherry’s picture in the New England 
Food Marketing magazine. He arranged their con­
vention in Boston.
Also saw Mary (Wright) Doninni’s picture in 
our local paper in her capacity as Home Demon­
stration Agent.
Dropped in to see Duffy Dunlop on Halloween. 
For some reason he didn’t recognize me at first— 
after the mask was off, he really brightened up.
Another sad report, this month. The 17 year old 
son of Charley and Helene (Diehl) Cain died on 
September 19 of toxic poisoning following an op­
eration. The entire class extends deepest sym­
pathies.
Anyone not satisfied with this meager report— 
don't call—just write!
1939 Mrs. Norman Thompson 
 (Phoebe Dunbar)
87 Whipple Rd., Kittery 
Dear ‘20th-Reunion-in June-ers’
Many thanks to Margaret Mollison for her Octo- 
ber items; if it weren’t for her we would have 
a total blank for the month—come on gang, send 
in just one little news item.
At the Homecoming game coffee I saw Helen 
Philbrook and Eileen Cassidy. Helen said Tib and 
Betty (Kruse) Parkman had taken her out for 
dinner and she was enjoying her new position at 
Bradford Junior College College (Mass.) immensely.
Ralph W. Farris, Jr., Dresden Ave., Augusta, 
was elected district governor of 41-1, Lions Inter­
national at the 29th annual convention at St. 
Andrews, N. B.
Our class president, Bill Hilton, sent us a nice 
letter from the Adirondacks. He was there in July 
for a training program. He is with the DuPont 
Company, and the children in his life are ages 
13, 9, 5, and 4. Bill’s home address is 23 Lenape 
Lane, Silverbrook, Newark, Del.
Dana Drew, new superintendent of the Salsbury- 
Newbury school union (Mass.), was the main 
speaker at the reception for new teachers held by 
the Amesbury Classroom Teachers Association.
Tom and Barbie (Corbett) Barker, 49 Farming- 
ton Ave., Longmeadow 6, Mass., are on the board 
of parent advisors for the Pilgrim Fellowship at 
their church.
Lt. Col. Harland L. Dodge of Hudson Falls, 
N. Y., has received a certificate of achievement 
for three years of “exemplary and faithful service” 
from the commanding general of the first U. S. 
Army. Harland will be leaving his First Army post 
as acting comptroller for a new assignment with 
the Army Comptroller at Washington. He was 
cited for promoting installation of mechanized data 
processing systems at First Army posts
We returned last June for Norm’s 20-year Re­
union. If you’ll remember ’38ers it was destined 
to be a success—well, how about the ’39ers? Let’s 
see what kind of stuff we are made of. Begin now 
to plan for that time in June and you’ll be glad 
you did. A Cheery Christmas, Happy Holidays, and 
Best Wishes for the New Year. A Christmas card 
from you to me would make the whole class so 
happy.
SPECIAL REPORT
HENRY H. COBB, JR. NEW YORK LIFE AGENT
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
BORN: October 8, 1920.
EDUCATION: Princeton University, A.B., 1943.
MILITARY: U.S. Army— First Lt., Field Artillery;
Feb. 12, 1943-October 12, 1945; Distinguished Service 
Cross, Purple Heart. U.S. Army— Major,
January, 1951-November, 1952.
REMARKS: After being released from active duty as an 
Army Lieutenant with an outstanding service record, 
Henry H. Cobb became associated with New York Life's Birmingham General 
Office. This was on October 13, 1945. He was recalled to active duty during 
the Korean War and returned to New York Life in 1952 to resume his career. 
Henry Cobb's enthusiastic approach to solving his clients' insurance problems 
and his congenial manner helped him roll up an impressive sales record—  
one which has qualified him for the Company's Presidents Council. In 1958 
he was first to qualify for New York Life's new honor designation— Group 
Millionaire. He added to these honors by winning membership in the industry­
wide Million Dollar Round Table of which he is a 1958 Qualifying and Life 
member. His performance thus far makes it possible for Henry Cobb to look 
forward to an even more distinguished future as a New York Life agent.
Henry Cobb is now established in a career as 
a New York Life representative that is pro­
viding him with security, substantial income 
and the deep satisfaction of helping others. 
If you’d like to know more about such a
career for yourself with one of the world’s 
leading insurance companies, write:
N E W  Y O R K  L I F E  I N S U R A N C E  C O .
College Relations Dept. L25 
51 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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1 9 4 0  Mrs. Artemus Weatherbee 
 (Pauline Jellison)
9302 Second Ave., Silver Spring, Md. 
We have an autumn wedding of interest. Lucy 
A. Johnson of Boston was married to Dr. Raymond 
D. Higgins, Jr., in September at the Christ Church 
in Eastport. She graduated from Mount Holyoke 
and did graduate work at the University of Indiana. 
Dr. Higgins is a graduate of the Vermont School 
of Medicine.
Miriam (Lantis) McReynolds receives mail as 
Dean of Women, Berea College, Berea, Ky.
Lt. Col. Maynard and Elizabeth (Emery ’44) 
Files give as their present address: 28251 Van 
Dyke, Center Line, Michigan.
1 9 4 1  Mrs. Constance P. Leger 
 (Connie Philbrook)
Philbrook Farm Inn, Shelburne, N. H. 
Many thanks to Maggie Mollison who has been 
carrying on this column while I have been starting 
a new profession—teaching home economics at 
Gorham High School.
My Ann went to Homecoming this year and had 
such a good time that she thinks she would like to 
go to Maine—only five more years and she will be 
there! Those of you who weren’t there missed a 
good game, even though we lost.
Charles Smith, who is farm mechanics instructor 
at the Woodrow Wilson High School in Middle- 
town, Conn., spoke in Brewer at a meeting of the 
Department of Vocation Agriculture. He discussed 
county agricultural schools in Mass, and Conn.— 
also enabling legislation, facilities, and curriculum.
A wonderful picture of Rocky Berry tasting a 
peach from one of his 350 trees He, his two 
brothers, and their father own the Berry Hill Or­
chards—5,000 apple trees and 3,000 others which 
include peach, pear, plum, and sour cherry. They 
also have 20 acres of blueberries. They have their 
own packing and canning plant—store 60,000 bush­
els of fruit alone, make cider, and can apple sauce. 
There can’t be too many free moments in the 
Berry household in Livermore Falls.
Rev. Robert B Goodwin, pastor of the Trinity 
Methodist Church, Clifton, N. J., delivered a ser­
mon at the Brewer First Congregational Church in 
July.
Have a wonderful Xmas and let us pray for 
“Peace on Earth, Good Will toward Men.”
1 9 4 2  Mrs. Gilbert Y. Taverner  (Bette Barker Kilpatrick)
80 Vernon St., Brookline 46, Mass.
When you prepare a column for any magazine, 
time flies even faster than ever because you’re 
always working a month ahead! By now you are 
in the midst of Christmas planning. . .  may we 
wish you all a very happy and blessed one.
Your class officers and executive committee held 
a meeting on campus at Homecoming time to fur­
ther discuss class activities. This followed a previ­
ous get-together last August. Getting re-acquainted 
and getting some wheels oiled to bring us all closer 
together as a class unit have been the chief aims 
of these meetings. You will be hearing more about 
what went on in a proposed letter one of these 
days. It is very interesting to join forces at this 
“ 16-year-out-of-college” landmark. There are many 
interesting things to share. Let’s hope that many 
more of you can join this small group at the next 
Reunion1
There is another wedding to report this month! 
That of Paul Winslow to Edith Wood of Fairfield, 
who has been teaching in Braintree, Mass. Paul 
is in the insurance business and the newlyweds 
will live in Norridgewock.
Arthur Bigelson has responded to our latest 
letter saying that he is a consulting electrical engi­
neer as a partner in the firm of Shefferman and 
Bigelson in Washington, D. C. Home is 3503
Kensington Ct., Kensington, Md. Unless there has 
been another addition in the past several months, 
he has a lovely family of three daughters and one 
son!
Jacqueline (Greenwood) Chandler lives at 2090
Poplars Rd., York, Penna., and is a “housewife,” 
has a daughter 11, and a son 6. She is active in 
Girl Scout and P.T.A. work.
In the merchandising field, Carroll Davis is do­
ing a big job for the W. T. Grant Co. having just 
opened a new store in the Redstone Shopping
Centre, Stoneham, Mass He is married to Kay
(Sylvester) and has one son, Larry, who is now 15.
’Bye for now. Do send me a card at Christmas 
with your up-to-date family and activity news en­
closed, won’t you?
1 9 4 3  Mrs. Donald V. Taverner 
 (Olive Rowell)
9 Chapel Rd., Orono
Happy Holidays, all! My favorite greeting of 
late has been, “The most of the best,” which I 
pass along to all of you and your families!
I was just delighted with a card from Phil and 
Barbara (Stearns) Johnson announcing the arrival 
on September 19 of Michael Vernon, their third 
boy. Congratulations, Johnsons!
Eleanor Young writes that Keith has accepted a 
position as salesman for the R. T. Jones Lumber 
Company. He will cover the territory around Buf­
falo along Lake Erie to Cleveland, Ohio, and also 
some parts of northern Pennsylvania. Ellie and 
young daughter Pamela will stay in Claremont, 
N. H., until Keith has found suitable housing.
Herschel Abbott is now teaching at the Univer­
sity of Massachusetts Forestry Department. It was 
good to see him at Reunion.
Dorothy (MacLeod) Bedard says she had a “long 
chat with Mary (Parkhurst) Lancaster in Arlington, 
Virginia, recently. She was very disappointed 
about not being able to come to Reunion. Lanky 
’41 is now at the Pentagon.”
Arthur Kittredge is now an instructor at Hamil­
ton Propellor Company m Windsor Locks, Conn., 
and lives at 17 Circle Drive.
Harry Tourtillotte, Jr. has been spending several 
months in England.
From Bret Standish comes word that he is a 
district engineer for the New York Telephone 
Company. He lives at 51 Horicon Ave., Glens 
Falls, N. Y.
Edward Falardeau has recently moved to 13499 
Crenshaw Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif.
Gene Hussey and his wife were up for Home­
coming. Gene declares he is a loyal reader of our 
column. Let’s keep it interesting! I’ll welcome 
your letters! Happy New Year!
1944 Mrs. Charles S. Cook
 (Margaret McCurdy)
314 Summer St., Auburn
Marion Korda has resumed her work as music 
librarian and orchestra member with the Louis­
ville, Kentucky, Philharmonic Orchestra after a 
years’ study at the Royal Danish Conservatory in 
Copenhagen. While there she was a member of 
the Renaissance and Baroque Orchestra plus “ex­
tracurricular activities”—hikes, concerts, art ex­
hibits, Sunday teas, and shops. Marion found the 
food delicious, the climate much like Maine, and 
the people friendly.
An early December wedding is planned for Jo- 
Ann Prince and Albert Ehrenfried. Jo-Ann is a 
graduate of Lewiston High School and the Col­
lege of William and Mary. She is presently em­
ployed as a chemist for Maine Health and Welfare 
Department in the Division of Sanitary Education 
at Augusta. She has recently completed a term 
as president of the Maine Council of Little Thea­
ters and has been active in the Lewiston-Auburn 
Little Theater. She founded the Orchesis Modern 
Dance Group and is modern dance instructor at 
Westbrook Junior College. A1 serves as patent 
consultant for the Navy. He is also president of 
Technical Marketing Associates Inc., and president 
of the Community Research Association of Con­
cord, Mass.
Barbara Emerson and Tommy Stotler were mar­
ried recently in Cataumet, Mass. Barbara attend­
ed the Buckingham school, the University of Chi­
cago, and was graduated from the Children’s Hos­
pital School of Nursing in Boston. They will re­
side in Brookline.
Congrats to the Clarence Mclntires on their 
fourth—Nancy Rollins, born the 29th of October.
William O. Poor, engineering head for naval 
radar in the Talos Radar Engineering Department 
of the Surface Armament Division, was recently 
“written up” in the company’s (Sperry Gyroscope 
Co. of Great Neck, Long Island, New York) July 
bulletin.
Warren Turner’s address has been changed to 
525 S. 25th St., Arlington 2, Virginia. He attended 
the George Washington Univeristy Law School 
from 1952-1955 and has more recently been study­
ing for an M.A. in public administration at the 
American University, Washington, D. C Warren 
is currently in the National Guard Bureau.
A note came from Marjorie Hall saying that she 
had moved to 12 Leonard Road, Framingham, 
Mass.
Dr. John Donahue and family are now living at 
1075 Ringwood Ave., Pompton Lakes, N. J. John
is an exploration and research geologist for the 
Arabian American Oil Co., and has recently re­
turned to the U. S. after a three year residence in 
Saudi Arabia with his family. Ruth and John have 
two daughters, Kathleen J., 10, and Patricia A., 5. 
He received his Ph.D. degree in geological sciences 
from Rutgers University in 1951.
Norman Putnam was elected chairman of the 
GOP Committee in Hanover. Norm is a major in 
the Corps of Engineers and is assigned to the 31st 
Engineers Group at the Boston Army Base. He is 
very active in town government, member of the 
Planning Board, chairman of the Center Elemen­
tary School Addition Building Committee, and a 
member of Elementary School Site, and the Han­
over High School Building Committee. Norm is 
employed as chief engineer for the Norfolk Iron 
and Conveyor Specialty Companies of Quincy. The 
Putnams have three sons, Jeffrey, 7, Randall, 4, 
and Nathaniel, a few months.
Remember to include a note on your Christmas 
cards—Happy Holidays!
1 9 4 5  Mrs. H. Wm. Bradley 
 (Carolyn Chaplin)
55 Brimmer St., Brewer
Well, Homecoming is over ’till next year and I 
almost think I could sleep ’till then! Saw quite a 
few friends, both ’45’ers and other classes. Faith­
ful Russ ’44 and Barbi (Higgins) Bodwell were 
there. It just wouldn’t be a Homecoming without 
them. Bob Nelson came up too; left Winnie at 
home to go out on “Trick or Treat” with their four 
youngsters, 2-4-6-8. Found Dick and Bev Dan- 
forth over in the gym after the game, still shiver­
ing and trying to warm up with the hot coffee. 
Dick is in business for himself now and is mulling 
over the possibility of moving to Florida.
An Open House- at Barkley and Libby (Tufts 
’49) Goodrichs on Saturday evening brought many 
friends together. Including Steve and Shirley Mac- 
Pherson, Bob and Marg (McGill Univ. ’49) Chase, 
Bob and Lala (Jones ’47) Dinsmore, Ed and Dottie 
(Moran ’43) Hall, Earl and Phyllis Vickery, and Bill 
and I.
Incidentally many of our original ’45ers are on 
the fence as to which class they’re actually in now. 
President Bob Nelson hopes to get out a letter 
within the next few months to see if we can gather 
more of our fold together. Let’s hope so. Surely 
those first two years at college meant something— 
we need you!
Word came roundabout to me that Betty (Brown) 
Blood is teaching 2nd or 3rd grade in a town near 
Farmington and loves it.
We would like to extend our sympathy to Ralph 
Gould of Auburn on the most recent death of his 
father.
Oh yes, Connie (Carter) Lamprell has gone back 
to teaching this year too. She has the kindergarten 
group in one of the Baltimore schools. I’m sure 
Connie is a fine addition to the Baltimore System. 
Also, Bob Nelson told me that he and Howie 
Barber called Connie and Bill from the Sigma Chi
Bangor Furniture Co.
Complete House Furnishers
84-88 Hammond Street 
Bangor, Maine
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House at 3 a.m Friday night at Homecoming. I'm 
sure they loved that!
I guess we really missed something in not seeing 
the Junior League Follies in Bangor this year. 
Heard Windy Work stole the show. Yes, Windy! 
A chorus girl, I believe. Windy and Liz have two 
little “Workers”—Dicky, 8 1/2, and Nancy, 6. Now 
I discover young Nancy is in our Cindy’s Sunday 
School Class. Both Windy and Liz teach Sunday 
School at the Methodist church here in Brewer— 
H. S. boys and second graders. The Bangor Hydro 
is where Windy keeps himself busy—turbines and 
what have you.
Don’t forget to gather all the good news avail­
able on your Christmas cards and forward it to me. 
“My Time Is Your Time” now, so be sure and 
let me in on all your pleasant happenings. Happy 
Holidays to all of you!
1 9 4 6  Mrs. Edward G. Harris
 (Judy Fielder)
103 Valerie Drive, Fayetteville, N. Y.
How many of you got to Orono for Homecoming 
on October 31 and November 1? Since I didn’t, 
I’d like to hear who was there and what they had 
to say, so I can pass it along to everyone in the 
next column.
We’ve just heard about an addition to Alan ’48 
and Mary (Marble) Burgess’s family on June 17. 
Another son, John Alan, joined the growing Bur­
gess family of Peter, 9, Ellen, 7, and Briley, 3, at 
205 Lothrop St., Beverly, Mass.
This is a good opportunity to wish you all the 
best during the Christmas Season and for 1959!
1947 Mrs. W. C. Brooks 
 (Peg Spaulding)
57 Leighton St., Bangor
Congratulations to Warren and Hilda (Haskell) 
Harlow on their marriage in September. I talked 
to Hilda recently and she was here in Bangor trying 
to find an apartment as Warren will be stationed 
at Dow Air Base with the construction company.
The new address for Alberta A Haines is Wood­
land, Maine I would like to hear more from you, 
Alberta, as your last address was Cuidad, Vene­
zuela.
A Round Robin Letter returned recently and I 
was delighted Elizabeth (White) Hodges wrote 
that she is registrar for the Girl Scouts and presi­
dent of the Berlin, N. H., Branch of A A U.W 
Janet is now 2 and they live at 113 Shepard St , 
Berlin, N. H.
Avis Hughey, E. Waterboro, Me , writes in the 
letter that she is still working as Supervisor of 
School Lunches for the State Dept, of Education. 
This means that she is on the road a lot, but does 
get home on the weekends.
Alvin C. and Helen (Belyea) Huntoon, J r , re­
cently moved to 21 George S t, RFD 1, Guilford, 
Conn. “Red” is with W. T. Grant in New Haven 
as merchandise manager. Their children are Steven, 
7, and Deborah, 4.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS to you all and I will 
continue with the bits of news from the Round 
Robin letter next month.
Distributors o f B uild ing  
M aterials
ACME SUPPLY CO., INC.
60 Summer St. Bangor. M e .
T M. Hersey ’34, Pres.-Treas. 
Philip Johnson ’43, Vice Pres.
LIFE I NS URANCE  C O MP A N Y
SPRINGFIELD • MAS SACHUSETTS  
O R G A N I Z E D  1851
Cecil S. Woodbrey ’41
General Agent
550 Forest Ave., Portland, Me. 
Phone SPruce 2-0101
1 9 4 8  Mrs. Richard S. Foster
 (Jean Campbell)
15 Donamor Lane,
East Longmeadow, Mass.
For the first time since we’ve been away from the 
campus, we found ourselves at a Maine football 
game in October at the University of Conn, at 
Storrs. Had a wonderful time, even though our 
team lost, and thoroughly enjoyed the hospitality 
of the U.-Conn. Alumni who played host to Maine 
Alumni at a buffet at the Manchester Country Club 
following the game. Saw a number of familiar 
faces and came up with a couple of red hot items 
about ’48ers to share with you. Mary (Bachelder) 
Sproul wants everyone to know that she and Bus 
have finally added a princess to their family. After 
three boys, Jimmy, Billy, and David, a young lady, 
named Carol Ann, joined their household last De­
cember 26 and for the present reigns supreme at 
19 Avondale in Manchester, Conn. Bus is still 
with Westinghouse and they thoroughly enjoy their 
present location.
Sam Dr. Jim Donovan, too, and learned that he 
is now a practicing orthopedic surgeon in Hartford 
and on the staff of the Hartford Hospital. He and 
his family are living at 208 Dauntless in Hartford.
I had a nice visit with June (Swanton) Johnson a 
while back and heard al the details of their June 
visit to Hawaii where they spent some time with 
Howard and Donna (Welts) Wagoner and their two 
children. The Wagoners live a different and inter­
esting plantation life in the Islands and the John­
sons thoroughly enjoyed their trip. June has been 
appointed to a Ford Foundation Study Group in 
Thompsonville, which is discussing the role of the 
public school in education.
More news from June Reunion—Phil Fields is 
now a graduate student at Boston University. Mort 
Williams is product sales manager for Continental 
Can Co , Gair Div. in New York He and his wife 
have three children, Kevin, Karen, and Daniel.
I wonder if all of you know that Mary Anne 
(Dineen) Fairbanks’ mother was named Maine 
Mother of the Year last March, by the American 
Mother’s Committee, Inc. of New York City
Christmas is just around the corner at this writing 
and Dick and I and the children want to wish you 
all the happiest of holidays and good fortune for 
the new year. I hope when you’re all addresing 
your Season’s Greetings, you’ll add our name to 
your list and jot a few words of news about your­
selves on the back of the card so that I may share 
it with the class.
More Lost Members—Clayton Dudley, Raymond 
Dugans, Jr., Glenice Easier, Shirley English, Robert 
Erhard, Mrs. Gladden Evans, Richard French, Rob­
ert Frye, Roger Furbish, George Gaeng, Mrs. Mary 
Gallagher, Mary Perley and Jane Garland.
1 9 4 9  Mrs. Hastings N. Bartley, Jr.
 (Jayne Hanson)
1 Grove St., Millinocket
Well, here we be again to share some news. 
This dues call has been wonderful. I’m even 
tempted to write my own paper to get it all out 
at once, but be patient and we shall get all the 
news in print eventually
This month is to honor the dues payers who 
have also sent news.. . .
Martin and Mary (Hurley ’45) Rissell are living 
at 48 Academy Street in Hallowell. Last spring 
Linda Anne arrived on the scene to join big 
brothers Danny, 8, and Chuck, 4. Marty is still 
with the bridge Division of the State Highway 
Commission and also the Commanding Officer of 
the CB Reserve unit in Augusta.
Nice to catch up with Mal Hayden . . he is cur­
rently the secondary school editor of the Chas. 
Merrill Books, Inc. in Columbus, Ohio. Mal taught 
several years in Maine, Mass , and Maryland be­
fore going into the publishing business. In 1957 
Mal married Jennifer Thorne of Morristown, N J , 
a grad of Wheelock and Radcliffe, and they are 
living at 1790 North West Court, Columbus, Ohio. 
Both are avid sports fans and have been enjoying 
the fall football season.
Mildred Thayer tells me that she completed her 
graduate work in 1955 at Maine and is teaching 
at the Garland Street Junior High in Bangor. Her 
home address is 4 High St., Brewer
Roger Potter is now working for the C. N. Brown 
Company as manager of the Wholesale Division 
in Center Lovell, Me The Potters now have four 
children; a daughter, 9, son, 7, and twin sons, 2.
Wilford Bridges reports that he and wife, Bar­
bara, and their two sons Richard, 9, and Warren,
3, are living at 2708 Fair Oaks Ave., Hatboro, Pa. 
Will is a sales engineer for the Reliance Electrical 
and Engineering Co. He has kept up an active 
interest in Maine presiding over the Eastern Penn. 
Alum. Assoc, and also area chairman of the Hauck 
Fund.
Wesley and Kay Wight are living at 32 Churchill 
Ave., Massena, N. Y. Wes has worked for Chevro­
let since graduation in several different capacities 
and presently is working at the new aluminum 
foundry in Massena, north of the Adirondacks. 
The Wights now have four chidlren, Audrey, 14, 
Dale, 12, Bryan, 6, and Bruce, 1.
Wonderful to hear from Peggy (Moulton) Gib­
son. She and hubby Bill are living at 50 Dartmouth 
Rd., Longmeadow, Mass. They have three chil­
dren, Bill, 5, July, 4, and John, 1. Bill is associate 
director of group pensions for the Mass. Mutual 
Life Insurance Co.
From Mt. Holly, N. J., comes news from Martha 
(Coles) Wills, and her family. Martha has three 
girls, Melissa, Evelyn, and Megan, aged 7, 2, and 1. 
Frank is associated with his Dad selling heavy 
equipment. They are currently living at 25 Broad 
Street, but are building a new home for next year. 
The whole family plans the trek up to Maine next 
June for the Reunion.
Guess that fills my space for this month so will 
close with the merriest of wishes for the holiday 
season to all of you.
1 9 5 0  Rev. Richard R. Davis 
 Church Avenue, Peaks Island, Portland
We begin the column this month by noting that 
Dr. James B. Young was recently married to Eliza­
beth Ann Ferrigan of Rochester, N. H. The couple 
went to Bermuda for their wedding trip. Jim is a 
dentist and graduate of Tufts Dental School.
Gayle E. Moulton of North Brookfield, Mass., 
has become the fiancee of Richard M. Fish. Miss 
Moulton is a graduate of the Memorial Hospital 
School of Nursing at Worcester, Mass. Dick is 
employed by the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection 
& Ins. Co. of Syracuse, N. Y.
Edward R. Jennison was recently appointed to 
be the assistant to the vice president of traffic for 
the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company.
Ted L. Herrick is now the chief technician for 
the Kennebec County Division of the Soil Conser­
vation Service. Ted is married and has six children. 
He plans to live in Gardiner.
Louis E. Oddi was recently appointed as the 
new manager of the W. T. Grant Co. of Berlin, 
N H Louis has been with the W. T. Grant Co. 
for eight years and came to Berlin from the Wor­
cester, Mass., store. He is married and has a daugh­
ter, Leigh, 12.
Eno Cimilluca recently opened the Golden Eagle 
Motel on U. S. Route 7 at Great Barrington, Mass 
The Motel has 12 units in Colonial style and was 
designed by Eno.
Joseph B Oppenheim is employed by the Bendix 
Radio in Baltimore, Md.
Bernard H. Pooler has been appointed as the 
York County agent for the Maine Extension Service. 
Bernard recently served for seven years as an 
agronomist and field supervisor for a frozen foods 
concern at Wayland, N. Y. He is married to the 
former Jeanne Reuther His office is at the Ex­
tension Service, 11 Main Street, Springvale, Maine 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. McCourtney recently lost 
their two and a half year old son Thomas in a 
drowning accident at Togus Pond, Maine. The 
McCourtneys have two other children, Peter J. and 
Steven P. The McCourtneys live at 31 Elm Ave , 
Augusta.
In closing I might add that the Class Secretary 
is still studying at Boston University and is enter­
ing the second year of a three year course in theol­
ogy at Boston University School of Theology. 
From time to time I meet people from the U. of 
Maine Met Charlie O’Connor ’31 and his wife the 
other day. Charlie was the director of the Maine 
Christian Association on campus. At present he 
is in the Boston area and his wife is employed by 
the Student Counseling Service of the Boston Uni­
versity School of Theology.
1 9 5 1  Mrs. Frank J. Schmidt 
 (Mary-Ellen Michaud)
Apt. P-1, University Gardens 
Newark, Delaware
May I take this opportunity to wish you all a 
very Blessed and Happy Christmas.
Mary Belle (Tufts) McNabb is field director for 
the Camp Fire Girls in Jacksonville, Fla Next
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IProgress Works Here
RELAYS VOICES UNDER THE SEAS. This is one o f the repea te r units in the new underseas 
te lephone  cab les. These vo ice  boosters m ake it possib le  fo r you  to te lephone G re a t B rita in  
and  H aw a ii as c le a r ly  as you  ca ll across town. D eve loped  by Bell Te lephone Labora to ries 
a fte r m any yea rs  o f research. M a d e  to en tire ly  new precis ion lim its by W estern E lectric.
One of the most important and 
basic reasons for good telephone 
service is research. The many 
advances in speed, clarity, dis­
tance and convenience would not 
have been possible without it.
They would not have been possi­
ble either, in the same degree or as 
economically, without one central 
research organization such as the 
Bell Telephone Laboratories.
This is the research division of the 
Bell System. It has grown as the 
needs of the nation have grown.
The work of its hundreds of scien­
tists and engineers covers many fields 
and goes exploring and developing in 
many directions. But it is aimed 
primarily at the betterment of com­
munications services and the finding 
of ways to provide this better service 
at the lowest cost to the customer.
Not just recently, but long ago 
the Bell System recognized the busi­
ness and national need for basic 
research and it has devoted a con­
siderable part of its laboratories pro­
gram to this field.
The “search for new knowledge— 
the effort to increase our understand­
ing of nature—the probing into the 
unknown”—has brought substantial
benefits beyond their particular ap­
plication to communications.
An outstanding example was the 
invention of the Transistor, one of
the real breakthroughs in science
that come only at rare intervals.
These amazing amplifiers, though 
little larger than a pea, can amplify 
electric signals up to 100,000 times. 
They can do many of the things a 
vacuum tube can do—and more be­
sides ! They have opened the way to 
new products and improved others.
There is no doubt that the Tran­
sistor has been one of the leading
factors in an electronic boom and 
has helped to create business and 
jobs in many industries. More than 
50,000,000 transistors will be made 
this year.
The research and manufacturing 
skills of the Bell System, already or­
ganized and at hand, are placed fully 
at the service of the U. S. Govern­
ment whenever we are called upon 
for projects for which we are spe­
cially qualified.
Among many present defense as­
signments is the development of 
guidance systems for intercontinen­
tal missiles.
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summer she will be the director of their summer 
camp.
John Glew is the new consultant to the Maine 
Potato Commission. John has been a produce 
buyer in Omaha, Neb., for the last four years, but 
now he is returning to his native haunts.
Brian Dineen is pioneering as guidance director 
at the Randolph High School Brian is well quali­
fied with a Master of Education in Guidance De­
gree from Boston University.
The Robert Boothbys are the proud parents of a 
son, David Jonathan.
Received a nice, newsy letter from Pepper (Bur­
bank) Milbank Floyd is being transferred from 
Dayton, Ohio, to the Togus V A. Center. Floyd 
is a corrective therapist in the Physical Medicine 
and Rehabilitation Department. The Milbanks add­
ed John Burbank to their midst June 12 More news 
from Pepper was that Stan ’50 and Jinx (Living­
ston) Miller had a second son, David, on June 14. 
Gus and Boo (Robbins) Gosse have bought 12 
acres in Gorham and plan to build sometime this 
spring John and Ruey (Stevens) Baldwin are liv­
ing in Gorham, N. H , where John teaches music. 
The Baldwins have a boy and a girl. AND Dick 
and Ellie Noonan with their three boys and one 
girl are in Stillwater, N. Y., where Dick teaches 
and coaches
Rita (Conte) Murdock wrote that she, Roland 
’50, Susan, 6, and Marjorie, 2 1/2, have bought a 
home in Windsor Locks, Conn., where Roland is a 
production engineer for Hamilton Standard Air­
craft.
Marriages:
Mary-Ellen Michaud to Frank J Schmidt on 
Thanksgiving. Frank is a Korean Veteran and a 
graduate of Aquinas College, Mich He has at­
tended graduate school at Marquette University 
and is presently a Winterthur Fellow at the Uni­
versity of Delaware where he is finishing a mas­
ter’s degree in Early American Culture
Wilma Andrews to James Cavanaugh in June. 
Wilma has graduated from the Central Maine 
General Hospital and has been on the faculty of 
the Beth Israel Hospital. Mr. Cavanaugh is a grad­
uate of Northeastern University and is employed 
as an engineer by Esso Standard Oil Co.
Rosalie Snow to Bertrand Albert in June. Rosa­
lie is employed by the Head Travel Bureau. Mr. 
Albert is a senior at Husson College. 6 Hogan 
Road, Bangor, will be home for the Alberts.
Emma-Louise Ingraham to Herman Czamecki, 
Jr. Emma-Lou has her master’s from Columbia 
School of Library Science and is employed as a 
reference librarian in the Montclair, N. J. Public 
Library. Mr. Czarnecki is a graduate of Seton 
Hall University and is employed as a time study 
engineer by the Federal Telephone and Radio Com­
pany
Holland Low to Phyllis Hartley in September. 
Holland has graduated from the Leland Powers 
School, Boston, and is manager of the Coffee Shop, 
Brunswick Miss Hartley is a graduate of Becker 
Junior College, Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Charles Begley 
(Jeanne Frye) 
Waldoboro
Congratulations to Leonard J. Silver on his 
September marriage to Joan Naomi Rubin of Port­
land The bride attended Fisher Junior College 
The couple are now living in Portland after a 
wedding trip to New York, Nassau, and Jamaica.
Also our best regards to Earle F. Robinson and 
Eleanor H Bispham on their October wedding 
Their addres is 1452 West Ocean View Ave , Nor­
folk, Va.
Gladyce Baker is now an instructor in Spanish 
at Marshall College in Huntington, W. Va. She 
also acts as advisor to the college’s Spanish Club. 
Gladyce received her master’s degree in ’57 from 
Iowa State Univ. She formerly was a Spanish 
teacher in Carlinville, Ill.
Don Lockhart recently has been appointed as 
county agriculture agent in the Concord, Mass., 
area. His work will be primarily with the poultry 
industries, continuing the educational program ad-
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vanced by his predecessor, Robert Grover. Don 
comes to this new job from Trenton, N. J., where 
he was associated with Northeast Poultry Pro­
ducer’s Council.
Hearty congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
E. Totman on the birth of twin daughters, Linda 
Jean and Jo-Anna, on September 24 at the E.M.G. 
Hospital, Bangor.
Frederick Brennan, D.D.S., is now associated 
in dental practice with Alonzo Garcelon at 133 
State S t, Bangor. Fred graduated from the Univ 
of Maryland Dental School and has recently served 
with the U. S. Air Force.
The happiest of holidays to all of you! If you 
have same news for our column, won’t you please 
take a few minutes during the Christmas season 
to send us a note.
1 9 5 3  Mrs. Philip E Johnson 
 (Eini Riutta)
South Penobscot
’Tis just before Christmas and I have the blues 
Because from my classmates, I’ve had little news. 
The mailbox is empty, but ’tis waiting with care 
In hopes that some letters soon will be there. . . .  
. .  . nestled all snug in his bed . . .
at the home of Walter and Gloria (Plissey) Platt 
of Lexington, Ky., is Walter Marc, Jr.
. . . while visions of weddings danced in her head . .  .
Kathleen Mitchell is engaged to Louis Mendel- 
sohm of Valley Stream, N. Y. Kathy is working 
at the Connecticut General Insurance Company in 
Bloomfield, Conn.
. . .  and mamma in her veil, and I in my tux . .  .
Barbara Huston recently became the bride of 
Warren R. Harrop of Narbeth and Upper Darby, 
Pa., at a ceremony in the chapel of the Woodsford 
Congregational Church, Portland. Warren attended 
Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa. The Harrops will 
make their home in Hartford, Conn.
. . . went straight to his work . . .
Dennis Hawkes has been appointed as Ag eco­
nomics instructor in the College of Agriculture at 
the University of Massachusetts.
Richard “Dick” Pierce stopped in recently and 
had lunch with us while in our area on a business 
trip. He is head of the service department of the 
Lippman Poutry Company. He lives at R.F.D. 1, 
Waterville. His family includes Danny, 3, Laurie, 
5, and Ricky, 6.
Martha White of Reading, Mass., was recently 
on the committee for the New England Confer­
ence of X-Ray Technicians which was held in 
Boston this year. (Remember sneaking out of Zo 
lab for a smoke, Marty?)
Carl ’55 and Marjorie (Cross) Bushner are living 
at 87 Maple St., Oneonta, N Y. Carl teaches biol­
ogy, conservation, and botany at the State Uni­
versity of New York Teacher’s College at Oneon­
ta He is now an assistant professor.
Hoping to hear from YOU soon . . .  a Merry 
Christmas to all and to all a good night.
 Mrs R. L. Weatherbee 
 (Martha Jean Wyman)
M.R B Box 270A, Bangor 
Believe it or not, a committee is already planning 
your 5th Class Reunion for June of 1959. Let’s 
make ours the biggest “fifth” in many a year.
Harry E Bradbury is now on the staff of the 
Agricultural Experiment Station at the University. 
He is an assistant in chemistry in the department 
of biochemistry. In 1956 he received his master’s 
degree from Rutgers.
George O. Comer is teaching in the secondary 
schools of Springfield, Mass.
Earl A. Tarr, Jr., is assistant superintendent of 
the Auburn Water and Sewerage System. He is 
married to the former Regina Gallagher. They 
have three children and are living at 327 Court 
Street, Auburn.
J. Arthur Cloutier, Jr. has been assigned as an 
assistant engineer to Allis-Chalmers nuclear pump 
section. From 1955 to ’57 he served in the U. S. 
Army Signal Corps. He recently completed Allis- 
Chalmers training course for graduate engineers.
Dr. Cranston and Mildred (Bean) Briggs an­
nounce the birth of a daughter in September. 
They are living in Farmington.
Peter and Penny (Rich) Wilson have a new son, 
Gregory Mills, born October 5. They are living at 
5172 Emory Circle, Jacksonville 7, Florida.
George Mays married Catherine Brophy of Tren­
ton, N. J., in October.
Neil McGown is working for the Diamond-
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List of University of Maine Prices 
For University of Maine Souvenirs
Glasses with Maine Seal— 10 oz. & 12 oz. $ .50
Old Fashions .50
Pilsners . . . .............................................................................75
Steins—Brown with Maine written in Gold ...............  1.95
Steins—Blue—Black—& White . 3.79
German Stein with Pewter Lid—Maine Seal—Bear & Stein Song
printed on it . . ................................  5.95
New Coffee Mugs—Black & White—Maine Seal . . ........... 1.75
Salt & Pepper Shakers with Maine Seal ........................ .............  1.49
Wedgwood Plates .     2.75
Wedgwood Cups & Saucers   3.50
Wedgwood Ash Trays . .....................  1.00
Tole Tray with Administration Building .................................................  3.98
Waste Basket with Administration Building .............................................  3.98
Musical Cigarette Box—Playing Stein Song . . . .  ............................  9.95
Musical Stein Playing Stein Song   7.95
Place Mats (Set of Four) . . ........................ 1.49
Skillet Ash Trays—Blue— Yellow—Black—White ..................................... 1.25
Maine Stadium Robe— in carrying case— Color—Navy
Size 40 x 60 with Large Blue “M” . . . .  6.95
New Bulletin Board— 17 1/2 x 24— For Notes .................................. 2.49
FOR CHILDREN 
All with Maine Emblem
Toques • ...............  $1.98
Booties . . ...........................................  1.49
Mittens .................. . . . . .  . 1 . 4 9
Bibs . . .  ...........................................  1.25
Wool Caps .....................................  • • • • 1-95
T. Shirts .................... . • • • ...................... • • 1.25
Jackets .................. ............................................................................
to
5.95
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Gardner Corp. in Fryeburg, Me. Neil, his wife, 
and son are living in Kezar Falls.
Charles Guise is working for the E. Corey Plumb­
ing supplies in Portland His address is 1343 
Forest Ave., Portland.
Ruth Beyer is a new member of the Women’s 
University Club of New York City.
Patricia Hamblet’s new address is 1232 31st St. 
N.W , Washington, D. C.
1 9 5 5  Miss Hilda Sterling 
 Emma Willard School 
Troy, New York
Holiday Highlights . . .
Elbe (Rider) Sprenkel writes that she and Terry 
have moved to 78 Union S t, Belfast, where he is 
the new city manager. They love company!
Zira Scheer has a position with the Phoenix 
Mutual Life Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn. Her 
address is 153 Mohawk Dr., West Hartford. When 
I visited Zi last summer, we spent an afternoon 
with Hale ’54 and Nancy (Karakas) Reed at their 
new apartment—1187 New Britain Ave., West 
Hartford.
Cole Nice is teaching English and coaching the 
football and baseball teams in the Provincetown, 
Mass, school system. For the past three years, 
he had a similar position in Berrien Springs, Mich. 
Cole and his wife have one child
George Fraser has been appointed supervisor of 
the agriculture department at Silver Lake Regional 
High School, Kingston, Mass He and his family 
reside on Mayflower St., Kingston.
Mary Bigelow is teaching in California. Her 
address is 5109 West Point Loma Blvd., San 
Diego 7.
Glen, Nancy (Caton), and Melissa Jane Dean 
have returned to Maine after two years of army 
life. I understand that Glen is teaching in Fort 
Fairfield. The Deans live nine miles from Bud ’54 
and Shirley (Kirk) Ayer, who are building a home 
in Caribou. Their address is Box 161, Caribou.
Bob ’54 and Marion (Martel) Touchette have 
moved to Crown Point, N. Y. Bob is working for 
a paper company in Ticonderoga and Marion is 
teaching.
Fred ’56 and Alma (Merrill) Otto can be reached 
at R.F.D. 1, Mansfield Center, Conn., where they 
will reside while he attends graduate school at the 
University of Connecticut.
Don Stimpson is engaged to Rita Arnold of 
Birmingham, England He is a fourth year stu­
dent at Ontario Veterinary College, Guelph, On­
tario, Canada.
Barbara Taooshunas, Waltham, Mass., and Felix 
Zollo are planning a June wedding. After two 
years in the army, he is completing courses at 
Suffolk University.
Beth Bedker became the bride of Jack Simpson 
on August 25. Their address is 210 High St., Peace 
Dale, R I.
Ann Potter, Marblehead, Mass., and George Jor-
„ ^ l<tT>kL J  ^
Life  In s u r a n c e Compan
o r  B o s t o n . M a s s a c h u s e t t s
L ife Insurance, A nnuities 
Group Insurance, Pensions
D avid C. R oberts
General Agent for State of Maine 
415 Congress Street, Portland
dan were married in September. He is with Stone 
and Webster Engineering Corporation.
An October 4 wedding united Elizabeth Currier 
and Richard Eustis. Libby is the assistant dietitiian 
in the Men’s Dining Hall at Maine, and Dick, who 
was in the army for three years, is employed in 
the maintenance engineering office. They live at 
9 Chapel Rd., Orono.
David and Joan (Jackson) Simon celebrated their 
first wedding anniversary on October 10. Joan is 
on the staff of Seventeen magazine. She and her 
husband reside at 2431 Webb Ave., New York 68, 
N Y.
The Pelc family—Joe ’58, Dot (Johnston), Julie, 
and Nancy Jo, who arrived on June 12—is living 
at 6A Meadowbrook Village, Plainfield, N. J. 
Dot tells me that Marty and Carolyn (Peters) Musso 
have moved to Northport, Long Island
It is another daughter for John and Ellen (Sar­
gent) Kroot1 Carolyn Ann arrived on September 
5 to the delight of her sisters, Cathy and Colleen. 
The family’s address is 7 West Maple St , Ells­
worth.
Pat Twomey is sharing an apartment with Betty 
Connors at 2725 29th St., N .W , Washington 8, 
D C
Fellowship winner, Jean Spearin, is residing at 
1724 Jefferson S t, Madison 5, Wise.
Mike and Kay (Handy) Matarazzo moved to 
California in June 1957. Their address is 28667 
Havana Ave , Hayward.
Tom and Nancy (Young) West, Jr. give their 
adrdess as 266 Emerson Lane, Berkeley Heights, 
N. J.
1 9 5 6  Miss Judith A. MacPherson 
 Taneytown, Maryland 
Space is at a premium this month, so with no 
further ado:
Joseph C. Mawson has joined the forestry and 
wildlife management staff at the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst as instructor of survey­
ing and forest measurement. Joe received his 
master’s degree from Duke University at Durham, 
N. C , in 1958, where he served as superintendent 
of Duke Forest from June 1957 to June 1958. 
How about an address from you, Betty (LaFurley) 
and Joe?
A note from Frank G and Penelope (Banks) 
Hickey tells us that Frank will be practicing law 
in Presque Isle following his graduation from 
Boston University School of Law in June Prior 
to the birth of their son Athill on November 2, 
1957, Penny was a dietitian at the Deaconess Hos­
pital, Brookline, Mass Penny and Frank receive 
mail at 35 Harvard Ave., Brookline, Mass.
After a tour of duty in Europe, Jerry N. Panga- 
kis was discharged from the service on October 
15 at Fort Hamilton, N. Y. Before returning to 
his job with Sears, Roebuck and Company in Ban­
gor, Jerry will be visiting the William Ruffs in 
Hyattsville, Md. In Bangor, Jerry’s address will 
be 77 Jefferson St
Richard C. and Elizabeth (Brockway) Nevers are 
living at 200 Pond St., Natick, Mass , where Dick 
is employed by Filene Company of Boston, and 
Betty is working for a Library-Mobile. Dick and 
Betty are parents of an April girl, Danene.
Richard R. Forsyth can be kept posted at Hem­
lock Lane, Burlington, Mass., where he is working 
for the Raytheon Corporation of Waltham.
Richard Shibles received his master’s degree in 
Science from Cornell University at Ithaca, N. Y., 
in September, and will continue at Cornell to work 
for his doctorate in agronomy.
Walter J. Irwin was married to Helen F. Ryder 
on September 13 at Havelock, New Brunswick. 
Helen is a graduate of the Charlotte County Hos­
pital School of Nursing at St. Stephen, N. B., 
and has done graduate work at St. Michael’s 
Hospital, Toronto, Ontario. Walt is mathematics 
instructor at Shead Memorial High School in East- 
port where he and Helen are now living.
Christmas good cheer to you all, and a success­
ful New Year!
1 9 5 7  Mrs. Gary Beaulieu 
 (Jane Caton)
45 Stevens St., Danbury, Conn.
Hi Kids!
Here are some new addresses for you—
John Grant is doing grad work at U C.L.A for
his Ph.D. in atomic physics and is living at 1509 
So. Beverly Drive, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
Jim ’55 and Barbie (Bearce) Holden are living 
at 59D Oak Grove Drive, Baltimore 20, Md. Jim 
is out of the army and back at work for the Glenn 
L. Martin Co. in Baltimore.
And Congratulations to—
Mary Murray and Richard Merrill. Dick is doing 
grad work at Cornell Univ. and is employed by 
General Electric Co. at Ithaca, N. Y. They’re 
living at 153 Grandmere Court, Ithaca, N. Y.
Earl and Shirley (Transue) Cram. Shirley is a 
graduate of Colby and studied at the University 
of Hamburg, Germany, under a Fulbright Grant.
And this is a good time to take a little space 
to wish you all a very special Merry Christmas.. . .  
“May you have
The gladness of Christmas which is hope 
The spirit of Christmas which is peace 
The heart of Christmas which is love.”
And a very happy New Year!
1 9 5 8  Miss Kathie Vickery 
 Southwest Harbor 
Homecoming! And a wonderful time was had 
by all It was so good to see so many of our 
class at this our first of many happy Homecomings. 
But onward to the news—
Bill Lynch, .a bit bleary-eyed when I saw him 
Sunday a.m., is in Keene, N. H., at 173 Washing­
ton Street. Occupation? Bill’s training to be a 
special agent with Peerless Insurance Co.
Julie Dinsmore is an engineering aid with United 
Air Craft in Hartford, Conn. Her address is 35 
Lincoln Street.
Class president Bill Eustis and bride Jill Tweedie 
were on hand with bells on. Bill is employed by 
the State as a public assistance worker in the Dept, 
of Health and Welfare, while Jill is substitute 
teaching in the Portland area. Their address is 139 
Neal St., Portland.
Mimi Hersom and Liz Walker are in nurses 
training in the Presbyterian Hospital in New York 
City. Their address—179 Fort Washington Ave , 
New York 32.
It was so good to see Bill Sawyer, who declares 
that bankers hours are not what they are cracked 
up to be' Bill is in the credit department of the 
Merchants National Bank of Boston and is living 
at 8 Irving Road, Weston, Mass.
Other Bostonites Patti Dessler and Jane Ledyard 
were in attendance and loaded with news. Their 
address, along with Judy De Merchant’s, is 12 
Marlboro, Boston, Mass. Jane and Judy are in 
Filene’s Training Program while Patti is working 
with the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention 
of Cruelty to Children (impressive?) and taking 
courses at B.U.
Other Filene’s personnel are Louise Pohas, Frank 
Gooch, and Dave Ossler.
Doris White is living at the Pierce House in 
New York and working for Mutual of New York.
Liz Collins is most enthusiastic about her teach­
ing in Newton. Her address is 35 Gardner, Allston 
34, Mass.
Jim Hambelton, who has an excellent position 
with the Wall Street Journal, has set up housekeep­
ing at 68 Cranberry St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Got a nice note from Bev (Gould) Covey who 
is teaching home ec in Cross River, N. Y., while 
her husband Ed finishes his last semester at Maine
Second Lt. Roy Williamson is doing his stint in 
the Army Signal Corps. His address is 695 College 
Ave, Staten Island, N. Y.
Ginny Freeman and Charlotte Riedell are gloat­
ing over the fantastic new 2,000 student school in 
which they are teaching home ec. Their address— 
Wilbur Cross High School, New Haven, Conn
Ann (Dunne) Snow and her new husband John 
(Sigma Nu, Bowdoin) have joined the ranks of 
Philadelphians at 513 South 42nd St. While John 
is attending Wharton, Ann is working for the 
Chilton Publishing Co.
Bobby Carmichael and Paul McCourt are coach- 
inbg in Maine high schools. Bobby and family 
are in Millinocket, and Paul is at Lawrence H.S. 
in Fairfield.
It was wonderful to get a long letter from Cyn 
Rockwell, who is a medical technologist at Boston 
Baptist Hospital. Her address is 57 Garden St , 
Apt 4, Boston, Mass.
More news but no more space. Do keep your 
letters coming—love hearing from you all!
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FIRST 9 MONTHS
20.9%
In the past seven years the Massachusetts Mutual field 
force has doubled in size . . . and our life insurance 
sales have nearly tripled! More men —  and for each man, 
a greater sales and income potential than ever before!
GROW with one of the nation's 
fastest growing life insurance companies
. . . With Massachusetts Mutual — one of the nation’s 
oldest and strongest companies in the rapidly expanding 
life insurance field.
During the first nine months of 1958, Massachusetts 
Mutual men sold 32.4% more life insurance than in the 
first three quarters of 1957. An outstanding record? Yes, 
very outstanding. In the same period, the whole life 
insurance business showed an increase of about 3%.
Here’s why Massachusetts Mutual men are among the 
most successful in their field:
•  Each man has the benefit of outstanding field-tested 
courses, individual training . . . and is paid while he 
learns.
•  He represents a company that commands the respect 
and trust of people everywhere — Massachusetts 
Mutual, organized in 1851.
•  He sells policies that give him a built-in edge over 
competition — policies unbeatable in their flexibility, 
quality, liberality.
•  He is aided by powerful selling tools — an outstanding 
national advertising campaign and a complete line of 
sales promotion materials.
And those are just some of the reasons for the rapidly 
increasing sales — and earnings — of Massachusetts 
Mutual men.
If your present position does not offer you an opportunity 
for progress in keeping with your ability, write for a free 
copy of “A SELLING CAREER.”
Massachusetts Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
O R G A N I Z E  D 18 51 S P R I N G F I E L D  M A S S A C H U S E T T S
Some o f  the University o f  M aine a lum ni in
Harold H. Inman, ’30, Bangor 
Cecil S. Woodbrey, ’41, Portland, Maine 
James H. Roberts, ’42, Grand Rapids 
Maurice A. Murray, ’45, Home Office
Massachusetts M u tu a l service:
William C. Gibson, ’46, Home Office 
David P. Buchanan, ’48, Bangor 
Claude S. Chittick, ’48, Manchester 
Robert S. White, Jr.,’50, Portland, Maine
Edward B. Dunne, ’58, Bangor
%
Robert Pelletier, ’58, Home Office 
Ronald J. Shayne, Miami
\ngf u  w  i  w i c t i r y
THE 19THReproduction  From A s e r i e s . “ Portland C e n t u r y . C o p y r i g h t  1950, T h e  c a n a l  N a t i o n a l  b a n k  of  P o r t l a n d , Ma i n e
Massing of a Landmark
ONCE started on its way commercially,. Portland grew apace By 1830 there 
were 8 manufacturers of tin plate in the town, 3 of brass and iron, 3 furnaces 
for casting iron, 6 tanneries, 5 ropewalks Besides these, there were clock and 
watch makers, carriage and coach builders, and many other industries, including 
numerous ship and boat builders.
All these activities meant prosperity for the people of Portland. Her 
younger citizens then wanted the outward marks of a prosperous city —  modern 
buildings, paved streets, new hotels for travelers Among the old buildings 
marked by them for replacement by a modern structure was the old First Parish 
Church
Rumors were spread that decay had so weakened the spire that it was 
unsafe to ring the bell For months thereafter, the beautifully-toned bell stood 
mute and after much discussion it was decided to raze the spire, move the old 
church back on the lot, and build the present stone edifice.
When men tried to saw through the immense oak beams it was learned
that fears of decay had been unfounded. After sawing and chopping as much 
as they could, and attaching a rope to the spire, pulling the rope with a strong 
team of horses served only to break the rope —  the spire stood unmoved. Fear­
less men had to climb into the spire and saw it almost completely away from 
the church roof before it could be downed.
One John Hall, a Portland boat-builder, was a keenly interested observer 
of the proceedings. About 1812 he had designed and made a breech-loading 
rifle This was a revolutionary idea to most Portlanders and they scoffed at 
Hall's claims for its accuracy. To prove his success in designing, he had, on a 
wager, stood at the foot of Temple Street and aimed at the weather vane of 
the old church on Congress Street. Hall claimed that he put a bullet through 
the vane, but this was doubted by many. W hen the spire toppled, however, 
there, as proof of his claim, was the bullet hole. In the war of 1812 Hall 's 
patent was purchased by the United States Government, and he was employed 
to superintend the manufacture of his rifle at Harpers Ferry.
BUILDING W ITH  MAINE FOR 13 2  YEARS
The Canal N ational Bank of P ortland
North Gate Shopping Center, Portland, Me. 41 Thomas Street, South Portland, Me.
14 Congress Square, Portland, Me. 188 Middle Street, Portland, Me. 93 Main Street, Yarmouth, Me.
337 Forest Avenue, Portland, Me. Monument Square, Portland, Me. 5 Main Street, Gorham, Me.
COMPLETE FINANCING, TRUST & BANKING FACILITIES
Member Federal Reserve System  —  Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
